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1. INTRODUCTION

“What was I guilty of when I was only 14 years old? What did I do to anybody? I was at the point of his knife and I prayed to God for him to kill me. The worst was when I was taken away from my father. I thought I would never come back alive. I saw how they bound my father’s hands with wire and how he could not help me. His tears remained in my memory forever and I will never forget this. And the soldiers. Their uniforms, their masks. All of this, I will never forget.” - Sabiha, interviewed by Amnesty International in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBIH) in March 2009.

“I do not know if it is possible to punish this crime. If justice exists at all?! Dear God I hope it does! Maybe somewhere but not here in Bosnia! Not here! Here there is no justice at all!” - Bakira, interviewed by Amnesty International in FBiH in March 2009.

“People say we should let it out, that we should express our pain. It is not that easy. It is impossible to forget. I have been in therapy for three years now. If it wasn’t for the psychological support and the medicine, I would not be alive. Before the therapy I felt as if I was dead. I was hiding the shame and humiliation. I kept all this bad feelings inside, but they would not disappear.

I can’t sleep without pills. I still get upset easily when people mention the war. An image, a memory, a TV spot can be a spark. I can’t stand it. I can’t deal with this on my own. I have to run away from children not to shout at them. I don’t want my problems to affect them. I need help.” - Tanja, interviewed by Amnesty International in Republika Srpska in March 2009.

This report documents how the authorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) have neglected their obligation to provide justice and reparation to survivors of war crimes of sexual violence which took place in the context of the 1992-1995 war. In doing so, the authorities have violated the human rights of these survivors.

The government of BiH has failed to ensure justice and reparation for thousands of women who were raped during the 1992-1995 war. A continuing failure to comprehensively investigate and prosecute crimes of sexual violence before international and national courts means that those responsible still manage to evade justice and impunity prevails. Without meaningful justice and full and effective reparation, victims continue to suffer the effects of these horrific crimes. Antiquated discriminatory laws and procedures result in survivors not being treated with dignity or given protection and support. In most cases they face stigmatization rather than the recognition and vital assistance they need to help them rebuild their lives.

Despite the fact that the war in BiH finished more than 13 years ago many perpetrators of war crimes of sexual violence continue to enjoy impunity and often live in the same communities as their victims. Many survivors of those crimes suffer post-traumatic stress disorder and other psychological and physical problems. Psychological support is often not available and access to health services is limited, especially for women living in remote areas of the country. Many survivors are unemployed, often for reasons related to the physical and
psychological injuries they have suffered. They often live in poverty and cannot afford medicines. Rape continues to be a taboo subject in BiH and survivors of this crime are stigmatized by society.

After the war the focus of national attempts to apply the law, motivated by local demands and international support, was on bringing perpetrators to justice. This process has had its own successes (in the form of several prosecutions and convictions) and shortcomings (which are analyzed in-depth in this report). Respect for the survivors' right to reparation for the crimes committed against them is not only required in international law, but is also important in assisting the victims to deal with the past and to move on with their lives. Yet neither the state nor the international community have made reparation to the victims a priority. The persistence of stigmatization and ostracism from society also needs to be addressed as part of their right to reparation. Amnesty International has found that the victims' perception of the justice process (and their well-being in general) is influenced not only by what happens in the justice system but also by how the authorities and society responds to their needs. Support for victims through reparation for past injustices cannot be separated from the right of access to justice - the two are linked.

In 1993, Amnesty International documented the occurrence of rape and other war crimes of sexual violence on a massive scale during the war in BiH. Since then the organization has been calling on the BiH authorities and on the international community to ensure that those responsible for war crimes, including rape and other forms of sexual violence, are promptly brought to justice and prosecuted in accordance with international fair trial standards.

In December 2008 Amnesty International delegates visited BiH to conduct field research on the legacy of war crimes of sexual violence. In the course of this research they interviewed survivors of war crimes of sexual violence, more than 20 persons representing associations of survivors and, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that support survivors. They also talked to the BiH authorities and representatives of the international community. In March 2009 further interviews with survivors of war crimes of sexual violence were conducted and a consultation meeting with BiH NGOs was organized. During their visit in March 2009 representatives of Amnesty International also conducted additional meetings with NGOs, government officials and representatives of the international community.

While men as well as women were subjected to rape and sexual violence during the conflict, Amnesty International has focused its research about the legacy of such war crimes on women survivors, due among other reasons to the lack of availability of sufficient documentation of sexual violence perpetrated against men. Amnesty International's research and number of studies indicate the unwillingness of male survivors to talk about their war time experience, mostly caused by stigmatization related to the abuses perpetrated on them. The organization believes, however, that research focusing on men survivors of war crimes of sexual violence would be of significant value.

1.1 WAR IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Following the declaration of independence of Slovenia and Croatia from the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) in June 1991, the then Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina (RBiH) declared sovereignty in October 1991. At the time, the population of RBiH was comprised of Bosnian Muslims (Bosniaks), Croats and Serbs and members of several ethnic
minorities. In February and March 1992 a referendum for independence was organized by the authorities of the RBiH. The referendum was largely boycotted by the Serbian population of RBiH. Some 92.7 per cent of those who voted, supported independence (from a turnout of 63 per cent). Following the referendum, tensions between the three main ethnic groups in RBiH escalated and war broke out on 6 April 1992 in Sarajevo.

Between April 1992 and September 1995 RBiH was the scene of grave violations of human rights constituting war crimes and crimes against humanity, including large number of killings, rapes and forced displacements. Amnesty International documented human rights violations which occurred during the war in numerous reports.\(^8\) It is estimated that around 100,000 people were killed; some 2 million became refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) and approximately 12,500 individuals are still missing.\(^9\) Both the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Court of Justice (ICJ) have ruled that genocide against Bosnian Muslims was committed in July 1995 in Srebrenica where more than 7,000 men and boys were killed.\(^10\)

The use of rape and other forms of sexual violence during the war was widespread.\(^13\) Rape was committed on a large scale by all parties to the conflict, although according to information available, the majority of victims were Bosnian Muslims.\(^12\)

Evidence collected by the ICTY suggests that in some cases rape was organized in a systematic way, where women were deprived of their liberty in camps or in other locations, specifically for the purpose of sexual exploitation. In other cases acts of rape took place during military attacks on the civilian population, with the purpose of forcible displacement of civilians.\(^13\) The perpetrators of rape were members of organized armies, police forces and paramilitary groups. Amnesty International is also aware of several cases of rape allegedly committed by international peacekeepers. To date today none of the peace-keepers allegedly responsible for crimes of sexual violence has been brought to justice.

The armed conflict was concluded in November 1995 with signing of the Dayton Peace Agreement.

There are no reliable statistics on the number of women and men who were raped or were subjected to other forms of sexual violence. Early estimates by the BiH government suggested the number of 50,000 victims although this estimate was questioned as unreliable and politicized.\(^14\) The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe estimated that 20,000 women were subjected to rape and other forms of sexual violence.\(^15\)

The real number of those who were raped during the 1992-1995 armed conflict will probably never be established. Even in peacetime rape is one of the most underreported crimes.\(^16\) According to experts, only 7-10 per cent of rape survivors before the war in the former Yugoslavia reported the crime.\(^17\)

During the war few women were able to report the crimes committed against them, even if they wanted to, since public institutions, such as police and judiciary, had collapsed. In addition in many cases, members of the local police forces themselves were involved in rape. After the war, many survivors did not report the crime, because the police forces in communities where they lived were composed of persons who had been involved in war
crimes. Others feared that if they reported the crime, their identity could be disclosed which would expose them to stigmatization. Many of the survivors were too traumatized to acknowledge to their families what had happened to them during the war. The lack of psychological and social support available to them made it even harder for them to report the crime.

Amnesty International has not made its own estimate of the number of women and men raped during the war and is unable to verify any of the estimates produced by others. However, it considers that the evidence collected to date by the ICTY and domestic courts and information reported by national and international NGOs constitute strong evidence that the incidence of rape during the armed conflict was widespread and the number of those raped amounted to at least several thousand.

1.2 DAYTON PEACE AGREEMENT AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE COUNTRY

The General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Dayton Peace Agreement, DPA) of November 1995 which concluded the armed conflict in BiH created a complex power sharing structure. Based on the DPA, Bosnia and Herzegovina consists of two semi-autonomous entities, the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) and Republika Srpska (RS). A special status was granted to the Brčko District in Northern Bosnia.

All three “constitutive nations” (Bosnian Muslim, Croats and Serbs) are represented in all public institutions of both entities and the Brčko District, in proportion to the ethnic composition of the population recorded in the 1991 census. The DPA also created the Office of the High Representative (OHR) who represents the international community in BiH. The OHR is charged with monitoring of the implementation of the DPA and since 1997 has had executive powers, including the power to dismiss BiH officials and enact laws.

Both entities within BiH have their own parliaments, governments and judiciaries. The Brčko District is also in charge of its own internal affairs, including the justice system. The FBiH system is decentralized. The federal authorities are
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responsible for the introduction of legislation and the allocation of resources to cantonal authorities, which then provide services directly to citizens. Each of 10 cantons of the FBiH organizes social care services in its own way, and the level and type of social support varies between different cantons.

As highlighted above, Amnesty International is concerned that the complex structures of the judicial and social welfare systems have resulted in a failure to provide all victims with equal access to justice and reparation.
2. RAPE AS A CRIME UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Gender-based violations of human rights, including rape and other forms of sexual violence, have occurred throughout the history of armed conflicts and have been recognized as crimes under international customary law for several centuries. Nevertheless, with some exceptions, these crimes have in the main been dismissed as a normal part of conflict rather than addressed as the serious crimes that they are. Despite their prohibition under international and national laws, very few of such crimes have been investigated and prosecuted; and few of those responsible for committing rape and other forms of sexual violence in the context of armed conflict have been brought to justice.

In 1992 women's organizations in BiH and Croatia reported the occurrence of rape in Bosnia and Herzegovina on a massive scale. Following such reports human rights organizations, women's organizations and other civil society actors worldwide campaigned for the establishment of an international tribunal which would prosecute all allegations of rape and other war crimes which took place in the context of the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia. They have also campaigned for recognition of rape as a separate crime under international law.

The 1993 UN World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna provided a forum to draw attention to war crimes in the former Yugoslavia, in particular crimes committed against girls and women. After campaigning by women's organizations, the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, adopted on 25 June by 171 states at the World Conference, recognized that "violations of the human rights of women in situations of armed conflict are violations of the fundamental principles of international human rights and humanitarian law. All violations of this kind, including in particular murder, systematic rape, sexual slavery, and forced pregnancy, require a particularly effective response."

International humanitarian law, a set of rules which seek to limit the effects of armed conflict, provides for the protection of women and the prohibition, investigation and prosecution of rape.

While Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions does not specifically mention rape or other forms of sexual violence, it does prohibit "violence to life and persons", including torture and other cruel treatment, and "outrages upon personal dignity." Articles 12 of both the First and the Second Geneva Conventions refer to rape obliquely and using rather arcane language in requiring that "women shall be treated with all consideration due to their sex", while the explicit requirement to protect women against rape in the context of armed conflict or occupation is set out in Article 27 of the Fourth Geneva Convention which states that "women shall be especially protected against any attack on their honour, in particular against rape, enforced prostitution, or any form of indecent assault." Further Article 76 of Additional Protocol I, relating to armed conflicts between states, also affords women protection from
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rape; while Article 4(2)(e) of Additional Protocol II does not specifically mention women it prohibits rape, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault, as well as other outrages upon personal dignity in internal armed conflicts. However, rape and other forms of sexual violence have not been defined as separate crimes by the Geneva Conventions.

2.1 DEFINITIONS OF CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE

The definition of rape and other crimes of sexual violence in international law have been developed only recently, including in the jurisprudence of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and in the Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC). Rape is the only crime of sexual violence recognized explicitly by the Statute of the ICTY as a crime against humanity. The Statute of the ICTR, recognizes rape as a crime against humanity and a war crime under Article 3 common to all four Geneva Conventions as well as Additional Protocol II.25

However, the jurisprudence of both Tribunals has established that, depending on the circumstances, rape and other forms of sexual violence may be considered as war crimes, crimes against humanity or genocide.26

The Akayesu case prosecuted by the ICTR was the first case in which an attempt was made by an international tribunal to define these crimes. In this case rape and other forms of sexual violence were prosecuted as genocide. The trial panel found that those crimes “constitute genocide in the same way as any other act as long as they were committed with the specific intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a particular group, targeted as such.”27 While elaborating on the definition of rape the ICTR noted that “the central elements of the crime of rape cannot be captured in a mechanical description of objects and body parts.”28 Rather than defining rape only in narrow, mechanical terms, the ICTR instead emphasized the nature of the situation in which rape occurs during armed conflicts. The understanding of the Tribunal was that rape was a specific crime included in a broader concept of sexual violence which was defined as “any act of a sexual nature which is committed on a person under circumstances which are coercive. Sexual violence is not limited to physical invasion of the human body and may include acts which do not involve penetration or even physical contact.” 29

The “coercive circumstances” reflect the evidence in this case that, due to the aggressive nature of the situation and the presence of armed men, the victims were not able to make informed, free and voluntary choice about whether or not to engage in sexual activity. The ICTY also attempted to define rape in several cases, including Delalić,30 Furundžija31 and Kunarac.32 While doing so it drew on the definition developed by the ICTR in the Akayesu case.

In the Kunarac case, where rape was prosecuted as a crime against humanity, it was defined as “the sexual penetration, however slight: (a) of the vagina or anus of the victim by the penis of the perpetrator or any other object used by the perpetrator; or (b) of the mouth of the victim by the penis of the perpetrator; where such sexual penetration occurs without the consent of the victim.”33

The Trial Chamber identified elements of consent which had to be given “voluntarily, as a result of the victim’s free will, assessed in the context of the surrounding circumstances.” 34
The defendants challenged the definition developed by the Trial Chamber claiming that the existence of a victim’s genuine or continuous resistance was an essential element to prove lack of consent. In response, the Appeals Chamber concluded that “force or threat of force provides clear evidence of non-consent, but force is not an element per se of rape. In particular, the Trial Chamber wished to explain that there are “factors [other than force] which would render an act of sexual penetration non-consensual or non-voluntary on the part of the victim”. A narrow focus on force or threat of force could permit perpetrators to evade liability for sexual activity to which the other party had not consented by taking advantage of coercive circumstances without relying on physical force.31

The Appeals Chamber concluded that the coercive circumstances present in the case made it impossible for the victims to make a free choice, and express their valid consent.

2.2 DEFINITIONS OF CONSENT

Discussions of the definition of rape have also been taking place in other international forums. The UN Special Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of Slavery, who was mandated to submit a report on systematic rape, sexual slavery and slavery-like practices during armed conflicts, defined rape as: “Insertion, under conditions of force, coercion or duress, of any object, including but not limited to a penis, into a victim’s vagina or anus; or the insertion, under conditions of force, coercion or duress, of a penis into the mouth of the victim.”36

“I lived in Srebrenica, the zone protected by international forces. The world knows about Srebrenica, but no one talks about what the international forces did to us. What they did to me. They are also war criminals!

I was queuing with other women, waiting for humanitarian aid, for some food. I was holding my baby in my arms. The Dutch soldier approached me and told me to follow him, so he would give me a packaged with food for the baby. I had not eaten for almost a week. I was exhausted. I followed him. I wanted to feed my baby. If someone came to you, took you by the hand and told you – please, follow me I have some food for your baby, would you go?

He asked me to wait in a room until he brought the package. I realized he had locked the room. I could not go out. I was so weak. I was crying, my child was crying too. I was locked for 24 hours. It was hot and we had nothing to drink. Then he came at night. Who talks about this?”

Esma, interviewed by Amnesty International in Bosnia in 2009

The Special Rapporteur stated that “consent is not an issue as a legal or factual matter when considering the command responsibility of superior officers who ordered or otherwise facilitated the commission of crimes such as rape in armed conflict situations.”37

Following on the jurisprudence of the ICTR and the ICTY and informed by opinions expressed by international scholars and NGOs, including Amnesty International, the International Criminal Court (ICC) included a definition of rape and other forms of sexual violence such as sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy and enforced sterilization in its Elements of Crimes guidelines. According to the Elements of Crimes, rape and other forms of sexual violence may amount to crimes against humanity or war crimes.

Rape as a crime against humanity or war crime is defined as “penetration, however slight, of
any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body.”

In order to meet elements of crime the act has to be “committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment, or the invasion was committed against a person incapable of giving genuine consent.”

The distinguishing element qualifying rape as a crime against humanity is the fact that it was “committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population” and with the knowledge of the perpetrator of this fact. The qualification of rape as a war crime is due to its commission during an armed conflict and the awareness of the perpetrator of the existence of an armed conflict.

2.3 NO AMNESTY
The UN Security Council in its Resolutions 1325/00 and 1820/08 stressed the need to exclude war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide, including those related to sexual violence, from amnesty provisions. These resolutions also emphasize the responsibility of all states to prosecute those crimes and end impunity for them.

In its recent resolution on sexual violence against women in armed conflicts, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe echoed the two UN Security Council Resolutions and called upon the member states of the Council of Europe to “consider sanctioning countries which are unwilling to protect women from sexual violence in armed conflict or unwilling to prosecute the perpetrators.”
3. THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

"A tribunal should be established to bring to justice the perpetrators of all war crimes and crimes against humanity, including rape. Those who committed rape, those who ordered it, or those in positions of authority who failed to prevent it should be brought to justice."44

The idea for the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) was suggested in a report by Tadeusz Mazowiecki, the UN Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, in February 1993. This report was followed by a detailed study by a team of experts which dealt with the widespread practice of rape during the war.45

As a result of these reports as well as the pressure from the international women's movement, the UN Security Council, in its resolutions 808/1993 and 827/1993, decided to establish the ICTY.46 The aim of the ICTY was to contribute to the restoration and maintenance of international peace and security through the administration of justice.47

On 7 November 1994 the ICTY issued its first indictment against Dragan Nikolić, a commander of Sušica camp in BiH, for crimes committed against non-Serbs in 1992. The first trial began on 7 May 1996 against Duško Tadić, a Bosnian Serb accused of crimes committed during 1992 in the Omarska camp, where thousands of Bosnian Muslim and Croat civilians were detained.

Many prominent women lawyers have contributed to the work of the ICTY. The Tribunal has had women judges (i.e. Navanethem Pillay, the current UN High Commissioner for Human Rights), prosecutors (i.e. Carla del Ponte and Louise Arbour the former UN High Commissioner of Human Rights) and members of staff. The Rules of Procedure and Evidence explicitly recognized that “due consideration shall be given, in the appointment of staff, to the employment of qualified women” in the Victims and Witnesses section of the ICTY.48 The first ICTY Chief Prosecutor, Richard Goldstone, created a special unit to deal with gender-related prosecutions.49

As of July 2009 the ICTY had concluded proceedings in 86 cases against 120 accused. Eighteen cases against 41 defendants were ongoing at the time of writing. Two indictees, Ratko Mladić and Goran Hadžić, remained at large.50

In 2003, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1503 calling on the ICTY to “take all possible measures to […] complete all trial activities at first instance by the end of 2008,
and to complete all work in 2010.” Since then the implementation of the Completion Strategy has been regularly reviewed and the Tribunal is now expected to finish all pending trials, including appeals, by 2012. In its efforts to implement the completion strategy, the ICTY has focussed on prosecuting cases against those in senior leadership positions. Thirteen other cases have been referred or transferred to the national courts of BiH, Croatia and Serbia.

### 3.1 Prosecution of Crimes of Sexual Violence

Since its creation the ICTY has prosecuted and concluded 18 cases which included charges of rape and other forms of sexual violence related to the war in BiH. Those charges are also included in some of the ongoing cases.

Through its jurisprudence in these and other cases, the ICTY has contributed to the development of international criminal law related to rape and other forms of sexual violence. In judgments in cases such as Delalić et al., Furundžija and Kunarac et al., the ICTY has defined rape as a crime under international law and established that, depending on the circumstances in which it took place, it can be prosecuted as a war crime, a crime against humanity or genocide. These judgments of the Tribunal have also elaborated on the issues of freely-given consent expressing sexual autonomy and "coercive circumstances", further defining those elements of the crimes.

Despite these achievements, Amnesty International considers that there have been also some failures in the way the ICTY has addressed war crimes of sexual violence. In the view of Amnesty International and others, some of them result from the ICTY Completion Strategy and others derive from the lack of pre-existing jurisprudence and practice in relation to prosecution of this category of crimes under international law.

Amnesty International is concerned that since the announcement of the Completion Strategy in 2003, in some cases, certain charges were reduced in the indictments in order to expedite the prosecution of cases. For instance, charges related to crimes of sexual violence were excluded from some indictments. Exclusion of those charges from the indictments resulted in the lack of access to justice for the survivors of these crimes and in impunity for those responsible for their perpetration.

For example, in the case of Milan and Sredoje Lukić, indicted for war crimes committed in the Višegrad area, allegations relating to their involvement in rape and sexual slavery at the Vilina Vlas hotel were not included in the indictment. However, credible evidence of the abduction of young women who were subsequently held and subjected to rape and other crimes of sexual violence at the Vilina Vlas hotel near Višegrad has been gathered by the Tribunal and the State Court of BiH which points to the alleged responsibility of the Lukić cousins for rape and other crimes of sexual violence. A number of non-governmental organizations have also documented testimonies of victims who allege that they were raped by members of paramilitary groups under Milan Lukić’s command. Amnesty International in 1993 documented two cases in which girls reported that they had been raped in Vilina Vlas hotel, allegedly by members of the White Eagles, which was under Milan Lukić’s command.

The prosecutor's office, under Carla Del Ponte’s leadership, expressed interest in amending the initial indictment in this case by including charges relating to sexual violence and was
given the deadline of until November 2007 to present a new indictment. However, the new indictment was not submitted by the deadline, ostensibly due to the need to accelerate the prosecution in line with the Completion Strategy. In June 2008, after the departure of Carla del Ponte, the new Chief Prosecutor, Serge Brammertz, requested the Tribunal’s permission to amend the indictment, although the time frame given for doing so had long past. The request was rejected by the Trial Chamber in July 2008. This caused disappointment on the part of the associations of survivors who felt that their testimonies had been ignored and that their suffering was not being acknowledged.

Amnesty International shares the deep dissatisfaction expressed by associations of survivors with the exclusion of charges related to crimes of sexual violence in the Lukić and Lukić indictment. The organization also shares concerns raised at the fact that charges related to rape in the initial indictment against Radovan Karadžić were not included in a comprehensive manner.

Amnesty International has on numerous occasions expressed its concerns regarding the Completion Strategy of the ICTY and remains concerned that the pressure being placed by the UN Security Council on the ICTY to complete its cases in an unreasonable timeframe may have resulted in the omission of charges of sexual violence in recent cases. Amnesty International observes that after the completion of the case against Milan and Sredoje Lukić at the ICTY charges could still be brought for war crimes of sexual violence by the domestic judiciary in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The organization considers that the evidence which has already been gathered during the investigation by the ICTY should be transferred to the State Prosecutor of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Amnesty International calls on the State Prosecutor of Bosnia and Herzegovina to open an investigation into the substantial number of allegations against Milan and Sredoje Lukić related to war crimes and crimes against humanity of sexual violence committed in the Višegrad area.

3.2 LACK OF SUPPORT FOR SURVIVORS

“People say we should let it out, that we should express our pain. It is not that easy. It is impossible to forget. I have been in therapy for three years now. If it wasn’t for the psychological support and the medicine, I would not be alive. Before the therapy I felt as if I was dead. I was hiding the shame and humiliation. I kept all these bad feelings inside, but they would not disappear.

I can’t sleep without my pills. I still get upset easily when people mention the war. An image, a memory, a TV spot can be a spark. I can’t stand it. I can’t deal with this on my own. I have to run away from children not to shout at them. I don’t want my problems to affect them. I need help!” – Selma, interviewed in the Federation of BiH in March 2009.

Unlike the permanent International Criminal Court (ICC) established in 2002, the ICTY’s Statute and Rules provide little, beyond prosecuting suspects, to implement the rights of victims and survivors of crimes under its jurisdiction to a remedy, the right to know the truth about the crimes and the right to full and effective reparations. Survivors can only participate
in ICTY trials taking place in The Hague if they are selected to be witnesses, whereas, before the ICC, survivors can be represented throughout the trial and, where their personal interests are affected, they may present their views and concerns if it is considered appropriate by the Court and does not prejudice the rights of the accused. Moreover, whereas the ICC Statute provides in Article 75 that the Court may order reparation for victims against a convicted person, the ICTY Statute does not provide for Court to make reparation orders for victims and survivors. This issue was reviewed by the judges in 2000 who concluded that “it is neither advisable or appropriate that the Tribunal be possessed of such a power, in particular, for the reason that it would result in a significant increase in the workload of the Chambers and would further increase the length and complexity of trials.”

The limited role for survivors before the ICTY as witnesses only coupled with the fact that the trials are taking place almost two thousand kilometres away has meant that victims have struggled to engage with the ICTY’s work. Those survivors who have been witnesses in trials and the NGOs supporting them, with whom Amnesty International talked, have expressed a number of concerns about their experiences.

When the ICTY started its work there had been no preexisting model for witness and victim support in cases of war crimes of sexual violence before international tribunals. The Tribunal’s Rules contain protections for victims of sexual violence who serve as witnesses, including prohibiting evidence of previous and subsequent sexual activity and rules on evidence of consent, which aim to avoid the disturbing practice in many national justice systems where the survivor’s actions are put on trial rather than the accused. However, beyond these specific safeguards, in practice, serious concerns exist about the level of support offered to survivors who serve as witnesses.

The responsibility for assessment and provision of support for witnesses, including counseling, was entrusted to the Victims and Witness Section of the ICTY – the first such unit of its kind in international justice - which was created by the ICTY Registrar. However, the Statute of the Tribunal as well as the Rules of Evidence and Procedure do not define specific support measures available to witnesses. Therefore the ICTY has been developing its policy on witness and victim support as the cases have progressed.

One of the biggest concerns survivors and NGOs have identified with the support system is that the ICTY has failed to address the long term psychological, social and economic needs of the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence. Many survivors told Amnesty International that they agreed to be witnesses as a result of their determination to see those responsible for the crimes against them brought to justice, risking their personal safety and exposing themselves to re-traumatization, only to discover that, upon the conclusion of the trial, all support to them ended despite their continued need for support and protection. In the absence of support provided by the ICTY and the BiH authorities alike, the gap has been filled by the local NGOs.

In the eyes of survivors of sexual violence who have participated in cases as witnesses, and of the NGOs supporting them, the ICTY has failed to fully address the needs of the survivors and has shown little understanding of their personal situations. For example an employee of the NGO Medica Zenica, who has been providing psychological support to victims of sexual violence who have agreed to serve as witnesses and preparing them to testify in the ICTY, told
Amnesty International that at the beginning the Tribunal had failed to provide adequate financial support for witnesses. As a result, some of the witnesses were not eager to testify in the ICTY as they were ashamed of their poverty: many of them could not afford the appropriate clothes, toiletries or luggage which they felt they needed in order to travel to the Netherlands to give their testimonies.67

The director of Vive Žene, an NGO which has worked since 1994 supporting women survivors of sexual violence, said she was surprised to discover that, as a court expert, she was placed in a better standard of accommodation in The Hague than were the Tribunal witnesses whom she was supporting.68

In addition, as noted above, the provision of compensation to victims was not included in the mandate establishing the Tribunal. The only provision related to compensation is Rule 106 of the Rules of Evidence and Procedure, which allows for the use of the ICTY judgments in compensation proceedings brought before domestic courts.69

Amnesty International has no position on sentencing except that the penalties imposed are in accordance with those set out in law, commensurate with the gravity of the crime and do not allow for the use of the death penalty. However, in the eyes of many victims and witnesses the legacy of the ICTY is overshadowed by sentences which they considered to be low in many cases. Some of the women who testified at the ICTY told Amnesty International that they felt that their effort and the impact on them of re-opening their trauma during the process of giving testimonies was too great and the outcome of the trial too disappointing. Some said that they would have not testified, if had they known of the outcome of the trials.70 For example many survivors considered the sentences imposed in the Kunarac and others case to be too lenient. Upon appeal Dragoljub Kunarac was sentenced to 28 years' imprisonment and Radomir Kovač and Zoran Vuković to 20 and 12 years' respectively. In an interview with the Guardian newspaper, Nezira Zolota, of the Association of Former Concentration Camp Inmates, expressed her disappointment saying: "we are shocked with the verdict. Justice has not been done, as the three received a minimum punishment for what they have done."71 In the Kvočka and others case concerning war crimes, including rape, committed at Omarska camp, survivors expressed anger at the fact that three of the perpetrators were sentence to between five and seven years' imprisonment.72

Dragoljub Kunarac, Radomir Kovač and Zoran Vuković were soldiers of the Bosnian Serb Army. They were convicted on charges related to rape and other war crimes of sexual violence, including sexual enslavement, committed in Foča between April 1992 and February 1993. They were adjudged as responsible for, among other things, detaining Bosnian Muslim women and girls in detention centres, as well as enrolling them in houses and private apartments for the purpose of sexual exploitation. Some of the victims were only 14 years old at the time of the crime. One of the rape camps was so called “Karaman’s house”; girls held there were continually sexually and physically abused.

The accused treated some of their victims as their ‘property’. For instance Radomir Kovač enslaved four girls in his apartment and invited other soldiers to come and rape them. He also sold three of the girls to other soldiers for between DM 200 and DM 500 each.

Many of the women were gang-raped, as well as being subjected to other forms of torture and were made to serve the accused and conduct house duties.
The three accused men were convicted of having committed crimes against humanity and war crimes and sentenced in June 2002: Dragoljub Kunarac was sentenced to 28 years’ imprisonment; Radamir Kovač received a sentence of 20 years’ imprisonment and Zoran Vuković was sentenced to 12 years’ imprisonment.

In the opinion of some survivors and NGOs in BiH, sentences imposed by the ICTY in war crimes cases on those accused who pled guilty were inconsistent with the notion of punishment, as they were too lenient to have a preventive character. Rather they considered that the sentences more resembled an amnesty, as individuals who pled guilty often did not show genuine remorse.\(^7^3\)

3.3 END OF RESPONSIBILITY

Since its establishment, the ICTY was not intended to be the sole institution responsible for prosecution of war crimes committed during the wars in the former Yugoslavia. The Statute of the ICTY explicitly states that the Tribunal and national courts shall have concurrent jurisdiction to prosecute persons for serious violations of international humanitarian law committed in the territory of the former Yugoslavia since 1 January 1991.\(^7^4\) By the time the ICTY completes the cases pending before it, including against the two accused still at large, it will have tried 163 accused in 104 cases.

A limited number of cases related to war crimes committed during the war in BiH have been prosecuted in third countries, where the accused immigrated during or after the war.\(^7^5\)

Therefore the main responsibility for bringing justice to those responsible war-time human rights abuses, including rape and other crimes of sexual violence lies within the judicial system of BiH.
4. PROSECUTIONS IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

"I do not know if it is possible to punish this crime. If justice exists at all?! Dear God I hope it does! Maybe somewhere but not here in Bosnia! Not here! Here there is no justice at all!" - Bakira, interviewed by Amnesty International in FBiH in March 2009.

Amnesty International is concerned that over the past 13 years little progress has been made in domestic courts in BiH in the prosecution of those responsible for war crimes which took place during the armed conflict, including cases of rape and other forms of sexual violence. Despite some recent efforts, impunity still prevails and the majority of those responsible have not been brought to justice.

As a result of the administrative organization of the country, war crimes prosecutions can take place before 10 cantonal courts in the FBiH, five district courts in RS and the Basic Court of the Brčko District. In March 2005 when the WCC was created at the State Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina prosecutions started also at the state level. This results in the existence of 13 jurisdictions in BiH responsible for prosecution of war crimes with the State Court playing the central role.

Amnesty International notes that there are significant differences between those jurisdictions in legislation relating to war crimes, which in many cases result in a different legal definition of the same crime, including rape, and inconsistency in penalties imposed. The organization is concerned that a lack of consistent witness support and protection may result in discrimination against women seeking access to justice.

The organization notes that, across BiH, prosecutions take place in a justice system which has insufficient resources and a huge backlog of unresolved cases, amounting to almost 2 million. Of this backlog 160,000 are unresolved criminal cases; among them it has been estimated that between 6,000 to 16,000 are unresolved war crimes cases, at different stages of prosecution, registered in all 13 jurisdictions of the country. Statistics on how many of the unresolved cases are related to rape and other war crimes of sexual violence are not available and have never been collected by the authorities.

4.1 PROSECUTION OF WAR CRIMES AT THE WAR CRIMES CHAMBER

The WCC was established at the State Court in March 2005, under the Law on the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with the aim of increasing the capacity of the judiciary in BiH to investigate and prosecute cases of war crimes. The creation of the WCC at that time was especially important in view of the implementation of the ICTY Completion Strategy, the initial intent of which was to complete the work of the ICTY by 2010.

The Special Department for War Crimes of the Prosecutor’s Office was established by the Law on the Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Since its creation, the WCC has included both domestic and international judges and prosecutors. The establishment of the WCC was followed by a detailed plan by which it would gradually transform from a so-called ‘hybrid’ institution, with both international and domestic staff, into a fully national court (without international judges and prosecutors) by the end of 2009. Recent discussions however indicate that this period might be extended, with international judges sitting only on appellate panels and with a limited involvement of international prosecutors.81

Responsibility for the appointment of judges and prosecutors in the State Court lies with the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council of Bosnia and Herzegovina. At the WCC the trial panels and the appellate panel alike are composed of three judges; two of the three judges are BiH nationals and one is from the international community. The pool of national judges appointed to the WCC reflects the ethnic composition of the country as it appeared in the 1991 census. In April 2009 there were 17 Bosniak, 15 Serb and seven Croat judges serving in the State Court, as well as two judges representing “other” ethnic groups.82 The State Court has nine non-national judges.83

In the Special Department for War Crimes of the State Prosecutor’s Office there are 19 prosecutors employed out of which five are ‘international’, including the Head of the Department.

4.1.1 JURISDICTION OF THE WAR CRIMES CHAMBER

The WCC adjudicates on cases of war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide, set out in the BiH Criminal Code which came into force in 2003. In the adjudication of these cases, the WCC has reference to the jurisprudence of the ICTY and other international courts dealing with violations of international criminal and humanitarian law.

As of July 2009 the WCC had completed 33 cases with final verdicts, 12 of which included charges related to war crimes of sexual violence. There have been 57 war crimes cases pending. Fifteen of those cases included charges related to war crimes of sexual violence.84

Cases for prosecution may be brought to the WCC from the following sources:

1. From the ICTY

Some cases are transferred to the BiH judiciary under Rule 11 bis of the ICTY; in these cases the indictment was issued by the ICTY. Other cases transferred to the domestic courts from the ICTY include cases in which investigations have begun, but have not been completed, by the ICTY Prosecutor, and further investigation would be required by the BiH State Prosecutor.

The indictment against Radovan Stanković was transferred to the WCC from the ICTY. Radovan Stanković was arrested in July 2002 and transferred to the custody of the ICTY. The ICTY transferred the case to the Court of BiH on 1 September 2005 and the accused was transferred from the custody of The Hague to that of BiH later that month.

According to the judgment, Radovan Stanković, who was a member of the Bosnian Serb Army during the war, was found responsible along with other persons, for setting up an unlawful detention centre for women in Foča in August 1992. Known as ‘Karamanova kuća’, it was also referred to by Bosnian Serb soldiers as the “Brothel”. At least nine women – most of them under the age of consent - were held there. One of them was
only 12 years old at the time. Radovan Stanković claimed one of the detainees as his ‘property’, forcing her to have sexual intercourse with him every night over a period of several months. This included vaginal, oral and anal sex, often in presence of others. According to the judgment, on one occasion, he raped the girl’s sister (who was under the age of 18) in her presence. He also forced the girl to drink alcohol.

As it was established in the judgment, Radovan Stanković also incited other soldiers to rape and abuse detainees and brought some persons to the detention centre assigning them women to be raped. During their detention in „Karamanova kuća” the women were forced to cook, clean, wash uniforms and bathe the soldiers. They were also beaten and called derogatory names.

On 14 November 2006, Radovan Stanković was convicted for crimes against humanity, including rape, and sentenced to 16 years’ imprisonment by a trial panel. On appeal the verdict was confirmed but the sentence was increased to 20 years’ imprisonment.

2. From the entity courts

Cases had been initiated in the entities before March 2003, when the new BiH Criminal Code entered into force. These cases are reviewed by the WCC and a decision is made on whether the WCC should conduct the prosecution or if the case may be transferred back to the entity courts.

The case of Boban Šimšić was initiated by the Cantonal Court in Goražde (FBiH) in April 2003. In January 2005 the case was transferred to the District Court in Istočno Sarajevo (RS) when the accused turned himself in to the competent Prosecutor’s Office. On 13 May 2005 the case was taken over by the WCC.

According to the indictment:

Boban Šimšić was a guard at the Elementary School Hasan Veletovac in Višegrad in June 1992, where the members of the Bosnian Serb Army detained Bosniaks from the area. Some detainees initially thought Boban Šimšić would save them, as they were his neighbours and knew him from their school days.

According to the verdict:

He was found guilty of singling out girls and young women who were detained in the school and participating many times in raping them.

After being singled out by Boban Šimšić, the women and girls were taken to different locations by other members of the Bosnian Serb Army, who raped them. One woman was taken away despite the fact that she had a nine-month-old baby with her. The judgment concluded that Boban Šimšić raped her and ordered her not to tell anybody about what had happened, threatening to kill both her and her baby. Women detained in the school were subjected to extreme physical and verbal abuse while being raped. The perpetrators often laughed at the women, hit them and beat them.

On 11 July 2006, Boban Šimšić was convicted of having committed crimes against humanity, including rape, and was sentenced to five years’ imprisonment by a trial panel. On appeal, the conviction was upheld but the sentence extended to 14 years’ imprisonment.
3. From the State Prosecutor's Office

These are cases in which the State Prosecutor’s office began investigations after March 2003, when the BiH Criminal Code entered into force and when the entities removed provisions related to war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide from their Criminal Codes.

According to the indictment:

During the war Zrinko Pinčić was a member of the HVO (Croat Defense Council). Between November 1992 and March 1993 he visited a house in Donje Selo, where Serb civilians were unlawfully detained, and repeatedly raped one woman. Several times during that period he took the woman from a room where other civilians were detained, and forced her to have sexual intercourse with him. He held a rifle by the bed and threatened her that he would bring another 15 soldiers to rape her and other detainees, if she refused him.

On 28 November 2008 a trial panel convicted Zrinko Pinčić of war crimes against civilians, including rape and sentenced him to nine years’ imprisonment.

4.1.2 DEFINITION OF WAR CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE INCONSISTENT WITH INTERNATIONAL LAW

War crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide are defined in chapter XVII of the BiH Criminal Code under the heading Crimes Against Humanity and Values Protected by International Law. Crimes of sexual violence as crimes against humanity are defined by the Criminal Code as: “coercing another by force or by threat of immediate attack upon his life or limb, or the life or limb of a person close to him, to sexual intercourse or an equivalent sexual act (rape), sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilisation or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity.”

According to the Criminal Code, to constitute crimes against humanity, such crimes have to be part of “a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population”

Rape and other forms of sexual violence as war crimes against the civilian population are defined in a similar way in Article 173 of the BiH Criminal Code, except that such acts do not have to be a part of a widespread or systematic attack.

Amnesty International has noted with concern that the definition of sexual violence in the BiH Criminal Code is not consistent with the definition of such crimes in international standards and jurisprudence of international courts, as set out in Chapter 2 of this report.

As established in a number of judgments of the ICTY, and particularly in the Appeals Chamber judgment in the Kunarac case, the use of force or the threat of force should not be the only means available to establish that the rape or other sexual act was not consensual. The jurisprudence of the international tribunals favours the notion of “coercive circumstances” as well as direct force or the threat of force as an element of rape. This approach was also taken by the Trial Chamber of the ICTR in the Akayesu Trial Chamber; the judgment states that: “coercive circumstances need not be evidenced by a show of physical force. Threats, intimidation, extortion and other forms of duress which prey on fear or desperation may constitute coercion, and coercion may be inherent in certain circumstances, such as armed conflict.”
The relevance of this reasoning to the context of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina was confirmed by the Trial Chamber of the ICTY in its judgment in the Delalić case.\textsuperscript{90}

Amnesty International recommends that the BiH Criminal Code be amended, in a manner which is consistent with the jurisprudence of the international tribunals in cases of war crimes and crimes against humanity and genocide involving sexual violence. Until such time as the law is amended, the organization recommends that judges adjudicating in war crimes cases at the WCC and in the entity courts take into consideration the relevant jurisprudence of the international tribunals and international standards when interpreting the provisions of the BiH Criminal Code.

4.1.3  PROSECUTING CASES OF WAR CRIMES OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE

As of July 2009 the State Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina had delivered final judgments in 12 cases against 15 accused related to war crimes of sexual violence.\textsuperscript{91} Twelve of those accused have been convicted and three were acquitted.\textsuperscript{92} One trial ended upon a plea agreement between the accused and the prosecutor's office, which was approved by the Court.\textsuperscript{93} The sentences imposed range from six to 34 years' imprisonment.\textsuperscript{94}

The majority of cases related to war crimes of sexual violence in which the WCC has delivered a final judgment were either cases which had been directly transferred to the BiH judiciary from the ICTY under Rule 11bis\textsuperscript{95} or cases which relied on the investigative work which had already been done by the ICTY. These cases related, in the main, to violations of international humanitarian law by members of the Bosnian Serb Army in Eastern Bosnia, including Foča and Višegrad, as well as detention camps of Keraterm and Omarska.\textsuperscript{96}

The case against Željko Mejakić, Momčilo Gruban and Duško Knežević was transferred to the State Court from the ICTY; the State Court confirmed the indictment in July 2006. The accused were indicted for mistreatment and persecution of non-Serb civilians who were systematically unlawfully arrested and taken to detention facilities at Omarska, Keraterm and Tnopolje camps.

Željko Mejakić was the Chief of Security and de facto commander of the Omarska Camp, who supervised and was responsible for the three shifts of guards and had effective control over the work and conduct of all camp guards and other persons working in the camp.

Rape and other forms of sexual abuse of detainees was committed in Omarska camp by persons over whom Željko Mejakić had effective control, including sexual abuse on numerous occasions by the camp guards.

Momčilo Gruban was a commander of one of the three guard shifts in the Omarska camp. Rape and other forms of sexual abuse of detainees were committed by persons outside of the shift that was under Momčilo Gruban's command but in circumstances of the system of ill-treatment and persecution at the camp in which he participated.

Duško Knežević had no official position in Omarska camp but entered the camp at will, where he participated in the killing and beating of the detainees. These actions contributed towards the functioning of the camp's system of ill-treating and persecuting the detainees through various forms of physical, mental and sexual violence. Rape and other forms of sexual abuse of the detainees were directly committed by persons other than Duško Knežević but in the circumstances of the described system of ill-treatment and persecution.
On 30 May 2008, the Court found Željko Mejakić guilty of crimes against humanity and sentenced him to 21 years’ imprisonment. Momčilo Gruban was found also guilty of crimes against humanity; he was sentenced to 11 years of imprisonment. Duško Knežević who was found guilty of the same crime was sentenced to 31 years’ imprisonment. Upon appeal the Court confirmed the sentences for Željko Mejakić and Duško Knežević while the sentence for Momčilo Gruban was decreased to seven years’ imprisonment.

4.1.3.1 Jurisprudence of the WCC

Amnesty International considers that there have been some positive aspects in the way the WCC has dealt with cases related to rape and other forms of sexual violence committed in the context of the conflict. For example, in the Janković case, which was one of the first cases of this kind before the WCC, the chamber established, in line with the jurisprudence of the ICTY, that corroboration of witness testimony in cases related to sexual violence was not required. This practice has been followed in other similar cases.

According to the judgment, Gojko Janković, during the war was a leader of a military unit within the Foča Brigade of the Bosnian Serb Army.

In July 1992, together with other soldiers from the unit, he separated several women and girls from a group of civilians in the area of Buk Bijela. The women and girls were first interrogated by Gojko Janković and another soldier. One of the women was taken away to another location where she was gang-raped by at least 10 soldiers.

According to the judgment between 13 July and 13 August 1992, Gojko Janković also raped and enabled other soldiers to rape a number of detained Bosnian Muslim women in the “Partizan” sports hall in Foča. Some of them were taken away to be raped in other locations. Many of the women detained in the sports hall were gang-raped repeatedly.

According to the judgment Gojko Janković together with Dragoljub Kunarac and other persons took three teenage girls from a house in Foča and brought them to a house in the village of Trnovača. One of the girls was kept in the house for a few days but two others were kept there for six months, and then moved to another apartment for another 10 months. During this period the girls were treated as slaves and as “objects and personal possessions”. The men exercised full control over their lives.

As it was established in the judgment on other occasion Gojko Janković together with two other men, took two women and one girl from the ‘Karamanova kuća’ detention centre to an apartment in Foča, where they repeatedly raped them. One of them was only 12 years old at that time.

On 16 February 2007, the WCC found Gojko Janković guilty of crimes against humanity, including rape and sentenced him to 34 years’ imprisonment.

On 19 November 2007 the Appellate Panel issued the final verdict in the case, partially upholding the defence appeal but the sentence remained unchanged.

The WCC has considered a victims’ young age to be an aggravating circumstance in sentencing the crime of rape. In the Samardžić case, the trial judgment maintained that raping teenage girls increased the gravity of the crime. The appeals chamber judgment noted
that in such cases, the trauma is particularly serious and the consequences for the mental and physical health of the victims particularly far-reaching. This could constitute a positive legal precedent in that the court clearly sought to take the specific circumstances and consequences of the abuse into account.

Sexual slavery is a specific crime that recognizes in some situations women are subjected to sexual violence in situations, including trafficking, where the perpetrator or perpetrators attach the right of ownership over them or deprive them of their liberty. In this report, Amnesty International documents many situations during the conflict where women were held against their will and clearly subjected to sexual slavery. Despite the widespread commission of this crime, sexual slavery is not defined as a separate crime in the BiH Criminal Code. However in the Samardžić case the WCC charged the accused with this crime. By doing so it explained the circumstances in which acts of sexual slavery occurred. The appeal judgment described those circumstances in the following way, referring to the testimony of one of the witnesses; “she, upon her transfer from the above-mentioned apartment to the ‘Karaman’s house’, was kept in sexual slavery, in other words forced, together with injured “L” and G.J, into doing the housework, and subjected to rape by Nikola Brčić and other soldiers. [...] through their stay there all three of them were subjected to rape by Nikola Brčić, in the first place. According to the witness, he made them drink with him, sing Chetnik songs, and do whatever he requested them to.”

The appellate panel judgment while elaborating on the issue of consent in relation to sexual slavery, stated that the “lack of resistance or obvious and constant disagreement throughout the sexual slavery cannot be interpreted as a sign of consent.” In this way the WCC reaffirmed the principle of “coercive circumstances” related to war crimes of sexual violence which makes consideration of the issue of consent irrelevant, in conformity with other similar cases of sexual violence.

4.1.4 INADEQUATE PROTECTION FOR WITNESSES

In its 2003 report on war crimes prosecutions in BiH, Amnesty International observed: “[r]eports of harassment and intimidation of trial witnesses have emerged during virtually all war crimes trials that have taken place to date, often resulting in the collapse of prosecution cases or the significant reduction of evidence as witnesses changed or revoked statements given earlier. While the adoption of witness protection legislation [...] goes some way towards resolving the problematic situation, much more needs to be done on the practical and legal level in order to ensure adequate protection of witnesses testifying in war crimes trials before all courts in the country.”

Six years later, Amnesty International considers that the issue of witness protection remains to be adequately addressed by the authorities. Amnesty International’s research indicates that the lack of adequate witness protection has had a tremendous impact on the willingness and ability of witnesses to testify. Many potential witnesses have experienced real or perceived threats to their safety.

Several reports on the situation in BiH have observed that the security situation has improved and that pressure on witnesses and their need for protection has decreased. However, Amnesty International is of the view that in cases related to rape and other forms of sexual violence, the lack of adequate witness protection remains a significant barrier to access to
Amnesty International considers that witness protection must be provided at three different phases of prosecution: at the stage of pre-trial investigation; during the trial and after its completion.

Under the law in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the obligation to protect witnesses in the first and the last phase of proceedings before the State Court lies within the State Investigation and Protection Agency (SIPA) and its Witness Protection Unit.\textsuperscript{104} The issue of witness protection in the courtroom at the State Court is regulated by the Law on Protection of Witnesses Under Threat and Vulnerable Witnesses, which was adopted in 2003.\textsuperscript{105}

According to the law, protective measures in the courtroom at the WCC may be ordered by a trial panel. They may include, among other things, voice or image distortion, giving testimony via video-link, using pseudonyms in order to protect the identity of witnesses, exclusion of the public from a part or the whole of a court session, closed trials, and exclusion of the presence of the defendant during testimony of a victim.

Recognizing the importance of witness protection, the State Court has established the Working Group on Witness Protection. This Working Group has developed a number of procedures and checklists aimed at helping judges to ensure more effective protection of witnesses.

Amnesty International considers that the use of protective measures must be carefully considered. They must address not only the safety and dignity of witnesses, but also must be undertaken in a manner which is consistent with respecting the right of the accused to a fair trial, in a manner consistent with international standards.

Amnesty International has noted some worrying examples of practice at the WCC which did not take appropriate account of the witnesses’ needs, in its proceedings.

For example, victims and NGOs working on their behalf have raised concerns about the closing of trials in the cases of Stanković and Samardžić in which both of the accused were charged with different counts relating to sexual violence.\textsuperscript{106} In both cases closed trials were ostensibly ordered in order to protect the identity of witnesses. However, an NGO representing victims observed that some of the witnesses had not asked for such measures and had told the court that they preferred to face the accused without any protection. It is also unclear why the court did not decide to use some other, less restrictive measures of protection like for example voice or image distortion.

It was observed that holding these trials with full public access could have had a positive effect on the public discourse about rape committed during the war. It would also have enabled some survivors of rape to have their suffering publicly expressed and acknowledged. One commentator noted “while witnesses, especially rape victims, are entitled to have their identities protected, a court needs to remember that it serves the people, not the other way around”.\textsuperscript{107}

Amnesty International is also concerned about the reasoning behind the decisions to hold
closed sessions which at least in some cases were based on ‘the need to protect morality’. For example in the Šimšić case the trial panel stated that in its decision to close a session it was “guided by reason of protection of morality in a democratic society, having in mind the traditional position of a woman in the Bosnia-Herzegovina milieu, even where some female witnesses expressed readiness to confront openly with the accused during their public confession. 108

Invoking the perceived “morality” of victims in discussions about rape has been widely criticised by scholars. It has been argued that such an approach focuses on the perception of woman as a possession of a group and therefore an attack on a woman becomes an attack on a group. Such an explanation diverts the focus from rape as a criminal act against an individual and makes it an attack against a collective to which the individual is subsumed.109 This approach only reinforces the traditional, patriarchal perception of the role of women in society.

The argument on the need to protect morality used by the trial panel might give rise to a situation in which speaking up about rape would continue to be a taboo preventing women from seeking justice. As one author as commented, the reasoning applied in the Šimšić case “seems to create the dangerous possibility that, due to woman’s “traditional position” in society (which the WCC failed to define), she may be prevented from testifying in public to preserve a sense of societal morality, even when she wants to testify in public and face her attacker.” 110

Serious concerns have been raised about the way protection of witnesses outside the courtroom has been conducted by SIPA, including the lack of professionalism by SIPA officers who have allegedly disclosed the names of some witnesses to the public or who were not able to react quickly in emergencies when the security of witnesses was at risk.111

Representatives of NGOs supporting survivors of war crimes of sexual violence told Amnesty International about their concerns at the lack of appropriate account taken of the situation of this particular category of victims in the way SIPA deals with them. According to them, SIPA officers who are responsible for delivering summons to witnesses or for escorting them to and from courtroom at the WCC, have conducted their duties in a way which may expose witnesses to unnecessary negative consequences in the community they live. The appearance of marked SIPA cars in small communities gives rise to speculations and creates pressure on witnesses who may be forced to explain to their neighbours the reasons for SIPA visits.112

Given that many survivors have never disclosed the fact that they were sexually abused during the war and that they would prefer to keep this fact secret as much as possible, Amnesty International considers that SIPA should ensure that they respect the right to privacy of the survivors.

Concerns have been also expressed about the inability of SIPA to provide witnesses at serious risk with long-term or permanent protection measures, including changing their identity or relocation within or outside of BiH. Such measures should be available as a last resort when survivors are at such serious risk that they cannot safely continue their existing lives. According to the director of SIPA, Mirko Lujić, the Agency can only provide a limited number of witnesses who qualify for such measures with this level of protection. In an interview for the daily Nezavisne Novine he stated that 10 per cent of witnesses are eligible for such
complex protection, however, due to the lack of resources and legal obstacles, implementation of such measures in the majority of those cases was not possible. 113

4.1.5 LACK OF VICTIM-ORIENTED SUPPORT

Ensuring the attendance of victims as witnesses before courts for crimes committed in armed conflict is important, not only to address impunity and support the rule of law, but also because participating in the criminal process is essential for victims to experience justice. However, Amnesty International is concerned that measures to support witnesses at the State Court in cases relating to war crimes of sexual violence are insufficient. The lack of adequate support risks exposing victims to re-traumatization, and acting as a disincentive to the participation of other witnesses.

Support to witnesses in proceedings before the WCC is provided by the Witness Support Section (WSS). As of December 2008 the WSS employed three psychologists, three social workers and two officers. 114

In 2008 the WSS provided support to 1,029 witnesses in war crimes cases pending before the trial panels, and to six witnesses in appellate proceedings.115 The vast majority of those witnesses had been summoned by the prosecution (703).116

The WSS contacts witnesses after the indictment in the case has been confirmed in order to assess their support needs. The services provided by the WSS, depending on these needs, can include psychological, medical and financial support. All witnesses before the WCC are eligible to receive a per diem (which in 2008 amounted to KM 15 (€ 7.50)) and reimbursement of their travel expenses. All witnesses are contacted at least three times by the WSS officers, including during the initial assessment of witnesses’ needs; and to provide support during their appearance in the courtroom and 15 days after the hearing. If thereafter a witness continues to be in need of psychological support, they are referred to NGOs providing this kind of services to survivors of war crimes.117

Apart from protected witnesses who, due the risk of safety, are escorted to the WCC by SIPA, the majority of the witnesses are responsible for arranging their own travel to Sarajevo. Some of them are assisted in this by NGOs. Serious concerns have been raised by an association of survivors and other NGOs that, as transport connections from many places in BiH to Sarajevo are poor, with in some instances only one bus to the capital city a day, many witnesses have been in a situation in which they had to travel on the same bus with family members of the accused or with defence witnesses. This has exposed witnesses to otherwise preventable stress and pressure and may have caused some re-traumatization. It was posited that such a lack of adequate support may also be an important factor in the decision of some potential witnesses not to appear in the courtroom. 118

In the absence of effective systems of support for survivors who may be suffering from traumatic stress resulting from the crimes, it is not surprising some survivors are reluctant to appear as witnesses. In some cases where survivors have refused, the court has imposed fines on witnesses. Many of those survivors, who were in a desperate economic situation, were not able to pay those fines and felt embittered that their decision not to testify had not been respected. Interviewed by Amnesty International, Sabiha told the organization: “I got the summons from the State Court in Sarajevo. It said I would be fined if I do not come
Amnesty International is of the view that it is unfair for courts to fine survivors of traumatic human rights violations, including sexual violence, who refuse to give evidence, when adequate systems do not exist to assess their ability to give evidence and to support them through the very difficult experience of giving testimony. In all cases where survivors of sexual violence are called to give evidence, a detailed witness assessment should be conducted by experts well in advance of the hearing. Where the assessment shows the survivor would be at psychological risk from testifying and they do not wish to testify, then they should be excused without punishment. Where victims are assessed to be capable of giving evidence and they still have concerns or where the assessment highlights a risk but the survivor is committed to giving evidence, every effort should be given to reassure them of the measures available to protect them including the possibility of giving evidence in closed proceedings or through video link and to provide them with psychological support before, during and after the trial; and practical assistance such as funding their travel costs.

Many studies on the prosecution of war crimes in BiH have outlined the problem of possible re-traumatization of survivors in the process of giving testimony. Amnesty International shares those concerns and emphasizes the need for a more victim-oriented protection and support approach. However, victims’ participation in criminal trials and other justice mechanisms, including by giving testimonies, can positively contribute to their healing process. This was confirmed by the majority of the survivors Amnesty International talked to who said they would be ready to testify if the witness support system was more sensitive to their needs.

Representatives of NGOs providing psychological support to rape survivors in BiH told Amnesty International that testifying in the court can have a positive impact on victims’ psychological condition provided that witnesses are adequately supported. This can include the assistance of a psychologist at the earliest possible stage, ideally before the survivor is contacted by investigators. According to the assessment of the professionals working directly with survivors, witness preparation programmes should start at least six months before the trial.

Amnesty International considers that the provision of psychological support for witnesses in cases of war crimes of sexual violence is critical to the effective prosecution of such crimes. If provided in a professional manner it can enhance not only the witnesses’ experience of the justice process but also the quality and efficiency of justice in BiH. One of the biggest problems faced by the prosecutor’s office is how to ensure that the trial panel is presented
with credible evidence and witness testimonies. In cases of rape and other war crimes of sexual violence gathering credible testimonies can be extremely challenging. Many survivors of those crimes continue to suffer the consequences of trauma including effects on their memory. Often they have gaps in recall and cannot account for important facts, although sometimes they still remember such details as the smell of the perpetrator’s clothes or the colour of his shoes. The credibility of rape survivors as witnesses can sometimes be affected by the consequences of trauma. For example, some give inconsistent evidence, are emotionally labile and readily show signs of irritation, particularly under cross-examination. These are well-documented consequences of traumatic stress seen in survivors of torture.\textsuperscript{124}

A psychologist working with survivors of sexual abuse told Amnesty International that sometimes the abusive power of perpetrators over their victims is maintained after the initial crime, and effect caused by the traumatic experience and maintained by the stigma attached to rape.

As a result of their psychological condition many victims of rape are extremely vulnerable to manipulation by their perpetrators.\textsuperscript{125} Furthermore, perpetrators have been reported to attempt to bribe victims to withdraw their testimony. Amnesty International is concerned that such attempts at bribery may be all the more coercive where perpetrators know that victims are living in poverty. Representatives of NGOs whom Amnesty International talked to gave examples of witnesses who allegedly decided to withdraw or change their testimony in favour of the defence in return for money.\textsuperscript{126}

Although the organization is not in the position to prove such allegations, the existence of such reports points to the fact that there is real need for the authorities to give more attention to the psychological needs of survivors of rape. It is also necessary to provide victim and witness protection schemes or other measures to ensure that victims are not further distressed; are not pressurized to withdraw their testimony; and are not threatened in any way by alleged perpetrators.

Amnesty International is concerned that the economic rights of the survivors of rape and other sexual abuses should be better enforced, not only as they are entitled to such rights, but because an improved economic situation will make it easier for victims to take forward their cases and resist attempts at bribery by the perpetrators.

4.2 THE ENTITY COURTS
Since 2003 when the new BiH Criminal Code was introduced and a set of reforms of the justice system followed, responsibility for the prosecution of war crimes cases was entrusted to the state authorities. The WCC has been playing a pivotal role in the new system. On the adoption of the BiH Criminal Code the entity Criminal Codes were amended to remove provisions relating to the prosecution of war crimes. Nonetheless a number of cases of war crimes have been prosecuted before the cantonal and district courts, in the FBiH and RS respectively. Those cases are the ones which were initiated before the entity courts prior the new BiH Criminal Code entering into force in 2003, as well as cases transferred from the WCC upon review. In addition, the understanding of the judicial system reform by the authorities in RS was such that the entity justice system retained the power to investigate new cases of war crimes which resulted in the prosecution of a number of them.
As of December 2008 there were 435 unresolved war crimes cases in the FBiH at different levels of prosecution, in which the alleged perpetrator had been identified. The number of the same category of cases in RS and in the District Brčko was 607 and 28 respectively. No information is available on how many of those cases included charges related to rape and other war crimes of sexual violence. As of September 2008, there were 23 ongoing war crimes trials in the FBiH and 13 in RS.

4.2.1 INADEQUATE LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE BIH ENTITIES

Amnesty International is concerned that the application of different laws by the entities on the one hand and the state authorities on the other is creating a situation in which people charged with similar acts are being treated differently, depending on which jurisdiction they are tried in.

In contrast to the WCC which applies the BiH Criminal Code, the entity courts are applying the Criminal Code of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY).

While the BiH criminal code defines and specifically punishes crimes against humanity, the SFRY Criminal Code does not define or specifically criminalize crimes against humanity. It only mentions Criminal Acts Against Humanity under a general heading of Chapter XVI. This gap is in contradiction with the current international criminal law standards. Amnesty International considers that this difference may have serious consequences in the adjudication by entity courts of cases involving rape and other war crimes of sexual violence, as many of such acts have been committed in the context of widespread attacks against the civilian population and thus would qualify as crimes against humanity.

Furthermore, while the SFRY Criminal Code recognizes forced prostitution and rape as war crimes against the civilian population, it fails to include definitions of those crimes. Bearing in mind the significance of the definition of rape in international criminal law elaborated in the jurisprudence of the ICTY and the ICTR, the lack thereof in the SFRY Criminal Code might have serious negative consequences when rape and other war crimes of sexual violence are prosecuted before the entity courts, unless the ICTY jurisprudence is applied by the courts adjudicating in rape cases.

While Amnesty International has no position on sentencing, the organization is concerned by the lack of consistency between sentences imposed by the WCC and those imposed by the entity courts.

The application by entity courts of the SFRY Criminal Code as opposed to the BiH Criminal Code in conflict-related criminal cases is also likely to produce differences in the sentencing of offenders. This is so because the most severe punishment which can currently be imposed by the entity courts applying the SFRY criminal code in conflict-related cases is 20 years' imprisonment. In contrast, the maximum sentence prescribed by the BiH Criminal Code is 45 years' imprisonment.

Amnesty International considers that the justifications provided by entity authorities for applying the SFRY criminal code rather than the BiH Criminal Code are not consistent with international law. The entity authorities have claimed that they cannot apply the BiH Criminal code, which was adopted in 2003 in cases of war crimes committed in 1992-1995, because
doing so would violate the prohibition of the retroactive application of criminal law. However, Amnesty International notes that the use of the BiH Criminal Code by entity courts would not violate this prohibition. This is because, as specified in Articles 7 of the ECHR and 15 of the ICCPR, the prohibition against retroactive application of criminal law does not apply to trial and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, at the time of its commission, was criminal according to national or international law, including customary international law. As indeed all of relevant acts and omissions were prohibited both under the SFRY Criminal Code and international law at the time that they were committed, applying the BiH Criminal Code which criminalizes these acts would be consistent with international law.

The question of non-retroactivity was considered by the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina (CCBiH) in the Maktouf case. The applicant who had been convicted by the WCC and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment for war crimes against civilians claimed, among other things, that the application of the BiH Criminal Code violated the provisions of the ECHR defined in Article 7 thereof, by allowing for retroactivity. The CCBiH rejected this argument recalling the decision of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of Naletilić against Croatia in which the applicant raised a similar claim. It also observed that according to the ECHR the ban on retroactivity does not apply to an “act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general principles of law recognised by civilised nations” as specified in Article 7(2) of the ECHR. It also argued that the acts punishable under the BiH Criminal Code, for which the applicant had been convicted, fell into the category of the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations. The CCBiH also noted the existence of the obligation of the entity courts to follow the practice of the State Court in war crimes cases by stating that: “For the reasons stated above, the Constitutional Court considers that “a lack of” the entity laws stipulating these offences and safeguards at the level of the Entities imposes an additional obligation to the courts of the Entities to apply, when deciding on the criminal offences of war crimes, the Criminal Code of BiH and other relevant laws and international documents applicable in Bosnia and Herzegovina. It follows from the aforementioned that the courts of the Entities are also obligated to pursue the case law of the Court of BiH. Otherwise, by acting differently, the courts of the Entities would breach the principle of legal certainty and the rule of law.”

Amnesty International considers that there is a clear obligation of the entity courts to adjudicate in war crimes cases in accordance with the requirements of international law, which are largely reflected in the BiH Criminal Code. As a matter of urgency the organization urges the relevant authorities at the state and the entity level to ensure that international law and the BiH Criminal Code can be applied in the work of the entity courts.

4.2.2 CAPACITY OF THE ENTITY COURTS AND PROSECUTORS

A representative of an NGO supporting survivors of war crimes told Amnesty International that it was a positive and symbolic step for the RS to take responsibility for prosecution of war crimes cases. According to him it showed that the entity partly recognized its responsibility for war crimes. He said that “it has a deep symbolic meaning when a Serb judge reads out a guilty verdict in the name of Republika Srpska against other Serbs for war crimes committed against non-Serb civilians.”

Prosecution of war crimes cases in the communities where those crimes were committed can empower the survivors of human rights violations who can receive satisfaction and recognition of their suffering in their own communities. The establishment of the facts, identification and punishment of perpetrators through the criminal justice process can help the communities to deal with their war-time past and can lead to the establishment of long lasting peace.
However, at present, the conditions for fair and effective prosecutions of cases of war crimes of sexual violence by the entity courts are not yet met. Several gaps related to the work of entity prosecutors, courts and witness protection and support services which will be discussed below make it impossible to prosecute those crimes at the entity level in accordance with international standards for fair trials.

4.2.2.1 Investigation

The role of the prosecutors in the conduct of war crimes cases is crucial. The prosecutors are in charge of the investigation and are responsible for providing the court with admissible (good quality) evidence and witness testimonies. Investigation of crimes under international law requires a high level of specialization as those crimes are usually more complex than other crimes. In case of war crimes of sexual violence additional skills are required, including the ability to apply a gender-sensitive approach to working with witnesses. However, the importance of the work of the prosecutors in the entity courts is not adequately acknowledged by the authorities, which results in the inadequate allocation of resources for entity prosecutors’ offices. A prosecutor in the RS told Amnesty International that the lack of resources was such that his office was not able to afford to buy a new tape recorder to record testimonies of victims of war crimes.134

Further unlike in the WCC, no special investigators are assigned to assist prosecutors in the investigation of war crimes cases.135 As a result prosecutors often have to rely on the support of local police which is problematic for several reasons.

In many communities local police forces were allegedly involved in perpetrating war crimes. Even where vetting of local police has taken place (which according to the representatives of the civil society interviewed by Amnesty International was not the case in at least some communities), many survivors of rape find it traumatic being interviewed by police officers.136 Further, most of the police officers in BiH are male, which may make it extremely hard for female survivors to talk to them due to the very intimate nature of the criminal acts they have been subjected to. Finally, the general level of mistrust of the police in BiH is high and even more so amongst the returnee population in areas where the survivors of rape belong to the minority community and the police forces are recruited mostly from the members of the ethnic group which was responsible for war time human rights violations against them.137 In addition, even if the police officers were not directly responsible for war crimes, many were reportedly involved in concealment of the evidence during and after the war. A rape survivor, who in 1995 reported the crime which had been committed against her that year, told Amnesty International that when she went after the war to ask the local police for a file relating to her case she discovered with consternation that the file was missing. She was told by a local police officer that the police never keep “unimportant” information for longer than necessary.

"I went to the police station to see my file after the war and I asked a police officer to show me my file. He told me they did not have it anymore. I asked him “how was that possible? I reported the case in 1995.” He explained to me that they usually destroy all files after 10 years. “How is that possible?” - I asked him again. He said that that was due to the statute of limitation. I could not believe it. Why? “It was a war crime. There is no statute of limitation on war crimes” I said to him. He looked at me and said - “You know what? If there is anything important in the file we keep it. If it is not we destroy it.”
“So it was not important?” - I asked. “It was important to me. All of that was important! It is important to acknowledge what happened. Important to me!”

Maja, interviewed by Amnesty International in Republika Srpska in March 2009.

Although the number of war crimes cases under investigation in different jurisdictions in BiH is very high, in most prosecutors’ offices there are no prosecutors specifically assigned only to war crimes cases.\footnote{Reportedly, in order to improve their performance statistics the local prosecutors prefer to deal with other less complex cases which carry the same weight as the investigation of war crimes cases for the purposes of evaluation. Amnesty International urges the relevant authorities in both entities to amend the existing evaluation criteria in a manner that takes account of the relative complexity of war crimes investigations and trials in order not to discourage prosecutors from taking on more complex cases, such as war crimes cases.}

Amnesty International is also concerned that in the absence of specialized prosecutors, who have enough expertise in prosecution of war crimes cases there is a risk that the indictments prepared by the prosecutors who also deal with all other aspects of criminal law could be of low quality. This may lead to unsuccessful prosecutions and as a result impunity for those responsible. It has to be acknowledged that international criminal law is a very specific aspect of law which requires additional knowledge and skills. This includes the knowledge of the ICTY jurisprudence, customary international law, the Geneva Conventions and international human rights law and standards. The war crimes under investigation were committed at least 14 years ago, which requires the use of different investigative methods and skills than in cases of crimes committed recently.

4.2.2.2 Witnesses

As was observed earlier in this chapter, support for witnesses in the war crimes cases and particularly those dealing with rape is crucial. Witnesses who do not receive sufficient practical and psychological support may not be able to testify in a structured and factual way.

Several studies indicate that witness support in entity courts systems is nearly non-existent.\footnote{The only exception known to Amnesty International is the cooperation between the NGO Vive Žene and the Prosecutor’s Office of the Tuzla Canton in the FBiH.\footnote{Limited support to the survivors in cases investigated by the war crimes prosecutor in RS is provided by an NGO named Izvor from Prijedor, which provides transportation to witnesses and when necessary refers them to other institutions which are able to provide more specialized assistance.\footnote{No witness support programmes similar to those available to witnesses at the WCC exist in any entity court systems in BiH and, for the most part, the only services of this kind are provided by NGOs.}}}

A research project conducted by the United Nations Development Programme indicated that the judges in the entity courts are in general capable of handling war crimes cases. However, the research also indicates that problems – mainly caused by lack of resources – occur in relation to witness protection in the courts.\footnote{Most of the entity courts in BiH lack facilities to guarantee protection to witnesses. On a practical level few courts have separate entrances for witnesses and accused persons; in}
some courts accused persons and witnesses have to sit next to each other. This puts survivors at risk of re-traumatization which can make it difficult for them to give their testimonies freely and comfortably. Further, according to the information available to Amnesty International none of the entity courts have modern equipment which would enable the use of technical witness protection mechanisms, including voice distortion or testifying via video link.

4.3 STATE STRATEGY ON WAR CRIMES CASES

Unless significant resources are allocated to develop the capacity of the local courts, prosecutors and police, the implementation of the State Strategy for the Work on War Crimes Cases and consequent prosecution of this kind of cases by the entity courts, may result in the failure of the entity courts to prosecute cases in accordance with international fair trial standards. The absence of witness support and protection programmes in the entities may expose survivors of war crimes of sexual violence to re-traumatization and risk of threats, intimidation and attacks.

In order to address the issue of the massive backlog of cases, in the first half of 2008 the Special Department for War Crimes in the State Prosecutor's Office initiated a mapping exercise which aimed at identifying all existing case files which have been registered in all jurisdictions in BiH. The project, funded by the Norwegian government, is expected to be completed by the end of 2009 and will result in a database of all war crimes case files. This database will allow for disaggregation of war crimes cases recorded according to 23 categories, including information concerning the suspects; the nature of the crime and its qualification according to the BiH Criminal Code as well as the information related to the victims of the crimes. Amnesty International recommends that the database be constructed in such a way so as to enable the identification of the total number of cases related to rape and other crimes of sexual violence committed in the context of the conflict.

In parallel to the work on the mapping exercise conducted by the State Prosecutor's Office the BiH authorities have undertaken measures to develop the State Strategy for the Work on War Crimes Cases. Under the Strategy, adopted by the BiH Council of Ministers in December 2008, the State Court will continue to be the focal point in BiH responsible for prosecution of war crimes cases. All cases will be registered in an inventory at the State Court. Based on the criteria set out in the Strategy the WCC and the State Prosecutor will review cases and will decide, whether a case should remain in the jurisdiction of the State Court or should be transferred to the entity courts for prosecution.

If one or more of the criteria set out in the Strategy are met the case will remain with the WCC.

According to the Criteria for the Review of War Crimes Cases “acts of the most serious rape (repeated or systematic rape; establishment of centres of detention with the aim of sexual slavery)” will be prosecuted before the WCC. Further consideration will be given to “the interest of the victims and witnesses” and “the consequences of the crime in the local community” and “possible public and societal reactions” while deciding on the allocation of war crimes cases to courts.

Amnesty International considers that the criteria outlined in the Strategy should be
interpreted as broadly as possible, in order to allow for all cases of sexual violence to be tried by the WCC until such time as entity courts are afforded the resources and capacity to ensure that the cases may be prosecuted in accordance with international fair trial standards.

Apart from the inadequate measures of witness support and protection in the entities which might expose the survivors to re-traumatization or further violation of their human rights, the organization is concerned about the current public perception of rape in BiH, especially in small communities, which results in stigmatization and societal exclusion of rape victims.

The BiH authorities should double their efforts to find financial resources and to improve the legal framework in order to increase the capacity of the entity courts to deal with war crimes cases. This should include ensuring the existence of the highest standards of witness protection and support.
5. THE OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE SURVIVORS WITH THE RIGHT TO A REMEDY AND REPARATION

As set out in the recently adopted United Nations Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law (UN Basic Principles), all victims of war crimes, including survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence have a right to a remedy and reparation. This obligation is also enshrined in domestic law of BiH. 148

Reparation is the term for the concrete measures that should be taken to address the suffering of the survivors and victims and to help them rebuild their lives. The aim of reparation measures is to "as far as possible, wipe out all the consequences of the illegal act and re-establish the situation which would, in all probability, have existed if that act had not been committed."149 Of course, in situations where victims suffer serious harm – such as sexual violence – or when family members are killed, it is impossible to fully restore them to the situation which existed before the violation occurred. Nevertheless, the obligation to ensure that as much as possible is done to address the suffering of the victims remains.

An international coalition of women's organizations developed a set of general principles on the right to reparation, be applied to the context of sexual violence in armed conflicts, the so-called Nairobi Declaration. The declaration suggests that "[j]ust, effective and prompt reparation measures should be proportional to the gravity of the crimes, violations and harm suffered. In the case of victims of sexual violence and other gender-based crimes, governments should take into account the multi-dimensional and long-term consequences of these crimes to women and girls, their families and their communities, requiring specialized, integrated, and multidisciplinary approaches."150

States bear the primary responsibility for providing reparation to victims of human rights violations in their country. There is an express legal obligation on the state to provide reparation when violations are committed by agents of the state or under the state’s authority. In some cases, it may be appropriate for authorities to establish reparation programmes to ensure that victims have access to a range of services and benefits. 151 When crimes are committed by agents of other states or non-state actors then the state has an obligation to ensure that victims can claim reparation against those responsible, including by making claims before national courts. When obtaining redress from other states or non-state actors is not possible or where there are obstacles that will delay vital measures of assistance required by survivors or victims, the state should step in and provide reparation to survivors and victims and then seek to reclaim any costs from those responsible.

There are five recognized forms of reparation which include a broad range of measures aimed
at repairing the harm caused to survivors and victims: restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition.

**Restitution** includes measures aimed at re-establishing, as much as possible, the situation that existed before the violation happened, including restoration of property rights, employment, liberty, citizenship or residency status.\(^{152}\)

**Compensation** involves monetary payment for “any economically assessable loss.”\(^ {153}\)
Although the damage caused by the violation and the amount of compensation related to it has to be evaluated in economic terms, it does not mean compensation only covers material damage. In fact the UN Basic Principles defines damage quite broadly, including: 
- a) physical or mental harm;
- b) lost opportunities, including employment, education and social benefits;
- c) material damages and loss of earnings, including loss of earning potential;
- d) moral damage;
- e) costs required for legal or expert assistance, medicine and medical services, and psychological and social services.\(^ {154}\)

**Rehabilitation** aims to address any physical or psychological harm caused to victims including “medical and psychological care as well as legal and social services.”\(^ {155}\)

**Satisfaction** includes important symbolic measures such as: verification of the facts and full and public disclosure of the truth; the search for the whereabouts of the disappeared, for the identities of the children abducted, and for the bodies of those killed; the recovery, identification and reburial of the bodies of those killed in accordance with the wishes of the victims, or the cultural practices of the families and communities; an official declaration or a judicial decision restoring the dignity, the reputation and the rights of the victim and of persons closely connected with the victim; public apology, including acknowledgement of the facts and acceptance of responsibility; judicial and administrative sanctions against persons liable for the violations; and commemorations, memorials and tributes to the victims.

**Guarantees of non-repetition** involve measures aimed at ensuring that victims are not subject to other crimes or that the crimes are not committed again. Such measures include: reforming the army and the police; strengthening the justice system, including ensuring the independence of the judiciary; educating different sectors of society in human rights and international humanitarian law education; re-integrating child soldiers back into society and; reviewing and reforming laws which contribute to or allow crimes under international law.

Not all of these forms of reparation will be required for all human rights violations. In each situation or case, a determination will need to be made about what reparation measures are needed to address the specific harm caused. This process should take into account the views of the victims, who will best know their needs, and the ultimate decision should be proportionate to the gravity of the violation.

Amnesty International believes that it is important that reparations are not perceived as a humanitarian gesture, but rather they are viewed as they are – a rights-based framework for redress. They should be based on effective consultation with the victims and related to their needs and status as victims. The underlining principle of reparation programmes should be that victims are entitled to rights in addition to all other rights they have, because specific crimes were committed against them which require special remedies.
Often in post-conflict situations, a lack of resources is cited by governments as reasons for ignoring the duty to ensure reparation due to survivors. This is so while often, as in BiH, massive investment is made in the country by international donors and organizations focusing on infrastructure and national institutions. Amnesty international is calling for a new approach to post-conflict strategies which ensures that addressing the suffering of the victims is placed at the top of the agenda and that reparation projects receive the political commitment and funding they require.
6. FAILURE TO PROVIDE REPARATION

“This nation forgets everything. They forget about us victims. But I will never forget about what happened to me.” Sabiha, interviewed by Amnesty International in March 2009 in FBiH.

Successive governments of BiH have failed to guarantee the rights of the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence by not providing them with any meaningful measures of reparation, including restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition.

Amnesty International’s research indicates that for many survivors, their suffering continues in silence. Many continue to suffer trauma and other physical and psychological symptoms. They often cannot or do not want to return to their pre-war places of residence because they are too traumatized to do so and because the perpetrators of the crimes they have experienced are still at large and continue to live in the same communities. Many survivors live in poverty and are not able to find or maintain jobs because they suffer from the psychological effects of rape. Ethnic discrimination in employment continues and the general economic situation in the country is dire, with an unemployment rate of 23.4 per cent which further hampers survivors from getting a job. Access to appropriate health services is often not available to them and their local communities often exclude and stigmatize them.

Selma is in her late thirties. Before the war she used to live with her husband and two children in the municipality of Srebrenica. Her husband was killed, along with thousands of other men and boys, in July 1995 in Potocari by members of the Bosnian Serb Army, which was led by general Ratko Mladic. Selma described how some of the soldiers raped her in Potocari. She told Amnesty International “During those couple of days all the worst in the world happened to me. I felt I was frozen completely.”

Since then, Selma has been struggling to rebuild her life. She is deeply traumatized and suffers post-traumatic stress disorder as well as gynecological problems related to rape. She told Amnesty International how difficult it was for her and her family to survive.

“I have my husband’s pension which amounts to KM 100 (€ 50) per month. But they can take it away now as I am not 45 years old yet so they claim I am ready to work. My son receives KM 300 (€ 150) as a member of a šehid family. The problem is that next year my son will be 18 years old and he will lose the right to this money. We have a loan to pay because we have renovated the house and it is KM 220 (€ 110) per month. I am not sure how we will pay the loan back. We mostly live from the land, but we need money to rent a tractor or to get seeds.”

Selma’s testimony resembles that of thousands of women who were raped and experienced other forms of crime and abuse during the war in BiH and who now struggle to survive.
6.1 FAILURE TO PROVIDE COMPENSATION

“How much time has passed? 15-16 years? And I have not received a penny...” - Nejra, interviewed by Amnesty International in March 2009 in FBiH.

The BiH authorities have failed to provide survivors of war crimes of sexual violence with adequate compensation. This failure manifests itself in the existence of serious gaps in the entity laws on civilian victims of war as well as their implementation, which discriminate against women war survivors. The failure is also evident in the inadequate legal assistance provided to survivors seeking compensation from individual perpetrators in court proceedings as well as in non-inclusion of compensation claims in criminal proceedings.

In the public discourse, the notion of reparation has been largely misunderstood, as the government of BiH misrepresented the issue to the public by suggesting that the possible compensation to victims of war-time human rights violations would be paid by the government of Serbia should the International Court of Justice (ICJ) rule in favor of the BiH claim. However, in February 2007 the ICJ ruled that Serbia had not committed genocide against BiH although it failed to prevent it from happening in Srebrenica. The judgment further established that Serbia failed to fulfill its international obligations by not cooperating with the ICTY and by not arresting and transferring Ratko Mladić to the Tribunal. The issue of compensation, however, was not addressed by the ICJ.\textsuperscript{158} Subsequently the issue of compensation for civilian victims of war, including survivors of sexual violence, has remained unaddressed by the BiH authorities.

6.1.1 FAILURE TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE COMPENSATION

The BiH authorities have undertaken some measures which provide victims of sexual violence with social benefits which are related to their status as civilian victims of war.\textsuperscript{159} The status of civilian victims of war entitles them to receive social benefits, as provided for in laws in both of the semi-autonomous administrative entities of BiH, the FBiH and the RS. However, Amnesty International considers that there are serious gaps in these laws, and in their implementation, which discriminate against women war survivors.

The Law on the Protection of Civilian Victims of War in RS offers special measures of social protection to persons who have suffered damage to their bodies through assault, rape, detention or otherwise, and whose bodily damage is at least 60 per cent. Family members of those civilians who were killed or “disappeared” are also entitled for such assistance under the above-mentioned law. The law does not recognize victims of rape as a separate category of victims. Persons granted the civilian victim of war status in RS can also benefit from additional entitlements prescribed by the law. Civilian victims of war in RS are eligible for monthly benefits ranging between KM 100 (€50) and KM 350 (€175.50) depending on their bodily damage assessed by a health commission.

Similarly, the Law on the Basis of the Social Protection, Protection of Civilian Victims of War and Families with Children in the FBiH defines a civilian victim of war as a person who has suffered, during the war or the immediate threat of war, and due to wounding or some other form of war torture, damage to the body, including mental damage or significant deterioration of health, disappearance or death of such a person.

The law however, makes a distinction between a civilian victim of war and a person eligible...
for the status of civilian victim of war. The distinction is based on the percentage of bodily damage which has to be at least 60 per cent in order for a person to be eligible for the status. However, survivors of rape are recognized as a separate category of victims and the threshold of 60 per cent bodily damage does not apply to them. The amount of monthly social benefits for the survivors of rape in the FBiH is KM 563 (€281.50). Civilian victims of war in the FBiH are also entitled to receive additional non-financial benefits such as priority in housing and employment.

6.1.1.1 Discrimination against women survivors

Women survivors of war crimes of sexual violence in both entities are discriminated against in the level of social benefits available to them in comparison to war veterans.

Existence of this kind of discrimination was recognized by United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), in its 2006 Concluding Observations following its examination of the report of BiH on the implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The Committee observed "with deep concern the extent of the discrepancy between the significant budget allocations for financing the pensions of military victims of war and the comparatively low resources allocated to social protection [...]" for civilian victims of war. It further recommended that the authorities of BiH “ensure a more equitable allocation of existing funds to social protection, in particular of civilian war victims, with a view to reducing the discrepancy between, inter alia, the budgets for civilian and for military victims of war.”

According to the information available to Amnesty International, as of May 2009, the BiH authorities had failed to implement this recommendation of the CESCR.

This issue and its consequences were also highlighted in the EU’s 2008 Progress Report on BiH which stated that “The preferential treatment of war veterans in terms of social benefits continued to have adverse effects on other socially vulnerable persons and persons with disabilities, who often lack access to health protection and the labour market.”

In the 2008 budget of the FBiH the financial resources allocated for pensions for war veterans amounted to KM 335 155 000 (€ 167 577 500) whereas the budgetary allocation of financial resources for civilian victims of war was almost 9 times less and amounted to KM 38 500 000 (€ 19 250 000). According to the media reports, together with the economic crisis and the need to readjust the next year’s budget it is expected that the gap will increase even more.

As it was already mentioned above, civilian victims of war in the FBiH and RS receive much lower social allowances based on their status comparing to the war veterans.

In RS, the bodily damage which, upon assessment by a health commission, qualifies persons to receive social benefits also differs between the two categories of war victims. War veterans are eligible for support from the entity authorities if their bodily damage amounts to 20% whereas civilian victims of war, including survivors of rape and other crimes of sexual
violence, have to prove that they have sustained 60% of bodily damage.

The same provisions relating to the threshold of the bodily damage for war veterans and civilian victims of war exist in the FBiH where, similarly to the regulation in RS, war veterans can receive social benefits upon meeting the criteria of 20% bodily damage whereas civilian victims of war have to prove the bodily damage of 60%. This provision however does not apply to victims of rape and other forms of sexual violence who according to the law in the FBiH are recognized as a separate category of victims and the regulation relating to the assessment of the bodily damage does not apply to them.

Discrimination against survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence in the FBiH derives directly from the Law on the Basis of the Social Protection, Protection of Civilian Victims of War and Families with Children which prescribes the maximum monthly financial allowance for the civilian victims of war which should equal 70 per cent of the maximum allowance available to war invalids.

6.1.1.2 Discrimination in the level of social protection depending on the entity

Survivors of war crimes of sexual violence are discriminated against in the level of social protection they are eligible for depending on their place of residence. Amnesty International is concerned that those living in the RS are much worse off when compared to those living in the FBiH as they are entitled to much lower social pensions. If they have not done so already, they are also not able to register their claims as civilian victims of war as the deadline for application has already expired.

The law in RS regulating the status of civilian victims of war defined deadlines by which prospective applicants had to register their claims for the status. The deadlines were extended several times and following the last amendment of the law the final deadline for applications expired on 31 January 2007. This excluded a large group of potential applicants from claiming their rights.

Many women with whom Amnesty International spoke and who were likely to have been eligible, for various reasons did not feel able to come forward at that time to register their claims. Some of them were unaware of the law (or the time limit). Some had problems in obtaining all medical documentation required to prove their claims due to the lack of appropriately qualified doctors who would be able to provide them with such documentation or because they lost the medical documentation which was issued during the war or because it was destroyed. In the absence of psychological support many were too traumatized to actively claim their rights. All claims submitted after 31 January 2007 have been automatically rejected.

Maja, who suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder, HPV, chronic anemia, colitis and back pain, lives in the RS. Interviewed by Amnesty International she described her experience of seeking social benefits in her municipality: “I went to the Social Welfare Centre but they told me they could not help me. They told me I was not disabled and that because my parents were receiving social benefits and I lived with them I was not eligible to get any help.” Maja and her two elderly parents live in a remote part of Republika Srpska trying to survive on social benefits of KM 50 (€ 25) per month in total for three of them.
The majority of survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence in RS receive social benefits of KM 100 (€50) per month which is significantly less compared with the same category of war victims in the FBiH who are eligible for KM 563 (€281.50) per month.

Apart from the differences in the amount of the monthly allowance available to survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence in both entities, there are also discrepancies in other social entitlements guaranteed by the law. For example, according to the law in the FBiH the civilian victims of war in this entity can claim priority in allocation of housing and in employment, though this is often not the case in practice. Those entitlements are not guaranteed in RS.

6.1.1.3 Discrimination in application for the status of civilian victim of war

According to the UN Basic Principles,: “[v]ictims should be treated with humanity and respect for their dignity and human rights, and appropriate measures should be taken to ensure their safety, physical and psychological well-being and privacy, as well as those of their families. The State should ensure that its domestic laws, to the extent possible, provide that a victim who has suffered violence or trauma should benefit from special consideration and care to avoid his or her re-traumatization in the course of legal and administrative procedures designed to provide justice and reparation.”

Amnesty International is concerned that the authorities in both entities have failed to respect the dignity and psychological conditions of the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence in the procedure of applying for the status of a civilian victim of war.

**Republika Srpska (RS)**

As noted above according to the law in RS applicants had to apply for the status of civilian victim of war by the deadline of 31 January 2007. This excluded a proportion of potential applicants from accessing their rights.

According to the procedure in RS, prospective applicants had to register their claims in the municipalities where they lived, usually with the Departments for Protection of War Veterans and Invalids. Applications had to include medical documents to prove the extent of bodily damage.

Social benefits available to civilian victims of war depended on the percentage of the bodily damage which was assessed by health commissions and which had to exceed 60 per cent in order for a victim to be eligible for them. The assessment of bodily damage was conducted based on the “Rulebook on criteria for estimation of military disabilities.” Civilian victims of war suffering post-traumatic stress disorder or other forms of psychological (rather than bodily) damage were not entitled to social benefits.

This excluded a large proportion of potential claimants from receiving social benefits as in many cases health damage incurred by the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence was mostly psychological. Amnesty International was told that after protests by victims’ associations health commissions in the RS followed the practice of granting up to 50 of the bodily damage entitlement in cases of psychological impairment. Despite that survivors of
rape in RS still had to prove an additional 10 per cent of physical bodily damage, in order to be eligible for the status and social benefits attached to it. This was however often impossible as some survivors did not suffer from physical syndromes which could be qualified as the additional 10 per cent of bodily damage.

International human rights standards require states to ensure the full and equal enjoyment of human rights to persons who are living with disabilities which may be linked to physical or mental conditions or impairments. The government has not provided any objective justification for the differentiation drawn between people who have suffered bodily damage and other who are suffering from post-traumatic and other forms of psychological damage, which may be equally if not more incapacitating. The CESCR has emphasised that the “Covenant […] prohibits any discrimination, whether in law or in fact, whether direct or indirect, on the grounds of […] sex, […] physical or mental disability. […] Restrictions to access to social security schemes should also be reviewed to ensure that they do not discrimination in law or in fact”.

As the large majority of civilian victims of war who are experiencing post-traumatic and other forms of psychological damage are women victims of rape, there is also a concern that this may result in de facto discrimination against women and survivors of sexual violence.

Prijedor

Amnesty International is extremely concerned that in some municipalities in RS those allegedly involved in war crimes still occupy positions in the social welfare system of the entity and hold posts making them responsible for deciding about the entitlements of civilian victims of war.

In the municipality of Prijedor the position of the director of the Social Welfare Centre is occupied by a man who during the war was the Commander of the Territorial Defence at the Prijedor Garrison. In addition, the current head of the Department for Protection of War Veterans and Invalids who used to work as an interrogator in the concentration camp at Omarska.

Amnesty International is of the view that despite the fact that the above-mentioned individuals have not been convicted in relation to war crimes, their presence in the social welfare system of RS may undermine the credibility of the welfare system of the entity and discourage survivors of war crimes, including rape victims, from seeking assistance from the entity institutions. It is also not acceptable that individuals who were involved in the work of concentration camps, even if not convicted, have the power to decide about the entitlements of their former inmates.

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH)

The procedure by which women may apply for the status of civilian victim of war in the FBiH is neither transparent nor sensitive to the psychological needs of the survivors. The procedure itself may cause re-traumatization.

The procedure of applying for the status of a civilian victim of war in the FBiH requires potential claimants to obtain confirmation of their situation by an association of victims of sexual violence - Žene Žrtve Rata (Women Victims of the War) which is the only institution designated in the FBiH to provide this category of victims with such certificates. Such confirmation is provided based on an interview with a potential claimant conducted by
members of the association.

Amnesty International is concerned that the interview procedure is not sensitive to the psychological needs of the survivors.

The NGO does not employ a psychologist to assist the survivors in the process of giving their testimony. An interview is conducted in the presence of several persons which unnecessarily exposes the survivors to stress. The risk of re-traumatisation of interviewees is not addressed.

Taida told Amnesty International that she was discouraged from applying for the status for the following reasons: “I wanted to get the civilian victim of war status and I was thinking about registering but I have no courage to go through the trauma again. I am not able to tell anybody what happened to me. It is too painful and dreadful. I am ashamed of myself and I am ashamed to admit it to myself. Not to mention other people.”

The interviews take place in the premises of the organization which consist of one room on the ground floor of a block of flats. Privacy cannot be guaranteed as the same room is used for all other activities of the NGO. This environment is not conducive to making victims feeling relaxed and comfortable giving their testimonies. In addition to this passers-by can see from the street who is in the room as the office of the organization is situated on the ground floor with big shop windows.

Emina told Amnesty International about her experience of applying for the status and how she felt intimidated while giving her statement: “I went there to give my testimony but I could not say anything. I was shocked and I was unable to speak. I could not. My brain stopped working. Then I came back home. I was crying. Fifteen days. Every day for 15 days... And usually I never cry... Then I sat and wrote them a letter... Long letter... Four pages... I have sent it to them and to SIPA.”

The association does not have local branches in other parts of the FBiH and therefore all potential applicants have to travel to Sarajevo. Many places in BiH are poorly connected with Sarajevo with often only one bus per day going to the capital city. Moreover, the premises of the organization are not easy to reach as they are situated in the distant suburbs of Sarajevo. The nearest tramway stop linking this neighborhood with the centre of Sarajevo is about a 20 minute walk. This may extend the time women need to spend travelling to visit the association and may be a serious obstacle in accessing the place, especially if the women live far away from the capital city.

The head of the association confirmed to Amnesty International that the organization offered testimonies of the survivors of rape as evidence to the State Court of BiH in criminal proceedings against those responsible for war crimes. Potential applicants had to sign to agree for their testimonies to be used in this way.

Nusreta was concerned about this practice and said that the privacy of the survivors who do not wish to apply for the status was not respected. This put her off from applying. She stated “if I go to register they would ask me - “who else do you know who got raped? Do you know any other women?” and so on and so on. But I do not want to tell them. I do not want anybody to blame me for that.” She feared that if she decided to go ahead with the interview
with the association in order to claim the status her testimony could be used in the court and as a result other persons who did not wish to disclose what happened to them could be summoned by the court as witnesses in war crimes proceedings.

Pressure exerted on women survivors by members of the association was observed in the judgment in the Šimšić case before the State Court of BiH. According to the verdict in that case, one of the witnesses in the trial “confirmed, although no such question was asked, that she had been pressured by the President of the Association – Women Victims of the War to testify against Boban Šimšić as the other women did or otherwise she would no longer receive her pension [...]”. 178

Amnesty International is of the view that survivors of rape should not be forced to testify in criminal proceedings if they do not wish to do so in order to be eligible for social benefits. Requests for victims to testify should be made only in accordance with criminal procedural law and only when it is deemed necessary after exploring other means of building cases that pose less risk to the dignity and wellbeing of victims. The government of FBiH should offer an official alternative mechanism for victims seeking compensation if Women Victims of the War fails to objectively carry out its role in accordance with the rights of victims.

Prosecutors must maintain their independence in the selection and preparation of cases. Only officials such as prosecutors, investigators or defence attorneys should play a role in preparing witnesses to testify at trial, in order to avoid calling into question the fairness of judicial proceedings. The role of NGOs should be to provide psychological and social support to the survivors and witnesses in war crimes cases so that they would feel psychologically ready to face their perpetrators in the courtroom without the risk of re-traumatization.

Following the interview with the head of the association, Amnesty International is concerned that the appeal process, in case the NGO refuses to issue a confirmation, is not fair or transparent as the only way to complain at this initial stage is to appeal to the same NGO which conducted the interview and the appeal criteria have not been established. 179

The discriminatory provisions in the procedure for applying for the status of civilian victims of war in the FBiH may discourage many survivors of sexual violence from applying for this status and may consequently exclude them from receiving the social benefits which are attached to it. According to information received by Amnesty International, as of December 2008 only 500 women in the FBiH were in receipt of social benefits due to civilian victims of war. 180

6.1.1.4 Inadequate amounts of social benefits

As a result of the procedure for applying for the status of civilian victim of war in RS by which all potential applicants are evaluated based of the extent of bodily damage, the majority of survivors of rape receive the lowest monthly social allowances amounting only to KM 100. This is not enough to cover basic needs of the survivors, including buying medicines. For example one of the survivors told Amnesty International that she spent more than KM 140 (€70) per month only on medicines. 181

In the FBiH many survivors of war crimes of sexual violence interviewed by Amnesty...
International received only temporary decisions related to their status. They claimed that this exposed them to uncertainty and caused a deterioration of their psychological conditions as they were not sure whether they would be able to cover their living expenses and afford medicines in case their decisions were revoked.

Nejra who received the status in January 2008 said “What can I get out of this temporary decision? Nothing! If I only knew I would not have taken it at all. I would have not even gone to register.”

Some survivors said that often money did not arrive on time as part of their allowances were paid from the budget of the FBiH and the rest from the cantons which are directly responsible for providing support to civilian victims of war. Talking about this problem Nejra added, “I get some money from the Federation and some money from the canton. You get KM 164 from the canton and they say “now you wait for the Federation to pay.” Sometimes I call the postman and ask him about the money and he says “yes, I know we were told that we have to pay you but there is no cash to pay.”

The CESCR has emphasised that “Benefits whether in cash or in kind, must be adequate in amount and duration in order that everyone may realise his or her rights to family protection and assistance, an adequate standard of living and adequate access to health care, as contained in articles 10, 11 and 12 of the Covenant. State parties must also pay full respect to the principle of human dignity contained in the preamble to the Covenant, and the principle of non-discrimination, so as to avoid any adverse effects on the level of benefits and the form in which they are provided”.

6.1.2 CLAIMING COMPENSATION FROM INDIVIDUAL PERPETRATORS

The number of cases of individual compensation for victims of human rights violations committed during the war in BiH is extremely small. Some compensation has been granted to families of victims of the Srebrenica massacre and to the families of victims of enforced disappearances based on the rulings of the BiH Human Rights Chamber. In 2007 the Association of Concentration Camp Inmates of BiH and the Association of Concentration Camp Inmates of RS sued RS and the FBiH respectively for unlawful detention and torture of their members but the cases are still pending before relevant courts.

The legal framework for claiming compensation for war-time damages in civil proceedings is complex in BiH and both entities regulate the issue differently. Moreover, application of the relevant law of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) in cases of compensation claims is also required.

According to a report by a network of NGOs from the former Yugoslavia working on facing the past in the region “[v]ictims often do not know whom to sue – the direct perpetrator or the state. If they elect to sue the latter, they are uncertain which entity to sue, and whether they should additionally sue the state of BiH.”

After having talked to the survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence as well as to the NGOs representing them, Amnesty International is concerned that free legal aid provided by the state in compensation cases is not available to prospective applicants.
Although the Law on Free Legal Aid was adopted by the Council of Ministers of BiH in December 2008 it is yet to be discussed and approved by the BiH Parliament. Free legal aid services are however provided by the NGOs but due to their lack of resources and a large number of applicants they are not able to assist all survivors. All survivors to whom Amnesty International spoke were either not aware of the possibility of claiming compensation in civil proceedings or were not able to access free legal aid.

Emina told Amnesty International that she wanted to sue the individual perpetrators “[b]ecause it is clear that there is nothing coming from the state. I was looking for a lawyer and went to an NGO but they told me that they could not help me.” Explaining her expectations she stated “what I need is a lawyer to file a case for me. I am not asking for too much. I just want to sue them and let them pay me KM 100 (€50) every month for the next 20 years. Fine, if they cannot pay KM 100 let is be KM 50 (€25) but let them pay while I am still alive.”

Some survivors have been also trying to sue those responsible for war crimes before foreign courts. In 2000 the US District Court for the Southern District of New York ordered compensation amounting to $US 745 million from Radovan Karadžić to a group of 12 women, including Jadranka Cigelj and Nusreta Sivac, who were victims of rape and torture in the Omarska concentration camp. Despite the fact that compensation has not been paid, Nusreta Sivac felt it had a positive moral meaning to her as what happened to her and other women in the Omarska camp was acknowledged in a court decision.

According to the BiH Criminal Code it is also possible for the victims to be granted compensation in the criminal proceedings before the State Court. The law stipulates that compensation claims on behalf of the injured parties should be applied for by the competent prosecutor. In practice however this never happens. Prosecutors in war crimes cases before the WCC of the State Court have been very reluctant to gather information which would allow the court to assess the damage and enable the victims to claim compensation as that would extend the length of the proceedings. In some cases trial panels failed to inform victims that they had the right to apply for compensation from the accused in criminal or civil proceedings.

Victims of human rights violations are entitled to claim compensation in criminal and civil proceedings. They are also entitled to be informed about their rights, including the right to compensation by the competent prosecutor or trial panel.

For many survivors of war crimes of sexual violence in BiH the concept of justice is broad. What they often want to see as an outcome of war crimes trials is, as they have explained to Amnesty International, “restoration of their dignity.” According to them this includes compensation from individual perpetrators for the damages they incurred as a result of rape or other forms of sexual violence.

The BiH Code of Criminal Procedure allows for the prosecutors to enter plea agreements with the accused in the proceedings before the State Court of BiH. At least one case, that of Veiz Bjelić who was charged, among other things with rape, the trial finished upon signing a guilty plea agreement. Associations of victims were concerned however that in this case the victims concerned were not consulted before the agreement was made.
Amnesty International considers that plea agreements may play a positive role in bringing justice to the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence as long as those concerned have a chance to express their views as to what they perceive as a fair outcome to the trial for the human rights violations they experienced. The organization observes that following consultation with the survivors, prosecutors working on war crimes cases could include compensation claims in plea agreements with the accused. This would decrease the possibility of re-traumatization of witnesses, as they would not need to testify in separate civil court proceedings and would give the victims the chance to receive financial reparation for the damages which occurred as a result of the violations of their rights.

6.2 FAILURE TO PROVIDE RESTITUTION

Amnesty International is concerned that in many places in the country conditions for “safe and dignified” return are not yet in place as discrimination against returnees is still a serious issue. The 2008 EU Progress Report on Bosnia and Herzegovina observed that “Returnees still face discrimination in employment, access to health care, education, pensions and social rights - especially when returning to areas where they are in a minority position. This remains the biggest obstacle to a sustainable return.”

Many survivors of rape were also victims of other human rights violations which were part of organized campaigns against the civilian population. This included forceful displacement. During the war in BiH around 2 million people became refugees or were internally displaced. The property of many people was destroyed as a result of military action. Often persons occupying socially owned apartments were expelled and denied their occupancy and tenancy rights. In many places in BiH workers were illegally dismissed from work as part of organized campaigns against the civilian population and were not permitted to return to their jobs after the war.

Amnesty International is concerned that the BiH authorities have failed to provide survivors of rape with meaningful measures of restitution, as defined by the UN Basic Principles. Even in cases where restitution measures were offered, they have often failed to adequately respond to the special support needs of the survivors. After having talked to survivors of war crimes of sexual violence and their associations, Amnesty International is of the view that the most urgent measures of restitution should include restitution of property and employment.

6.2.1 FAILURE TO PROVIDE SURVIVORS WITH RESTITUTION OF PROPERTY

In BiH restitution of property is mostly understood as return to one's home and restitution of property rights. According to the UN’s refugee agency (UNHCR) statistics, as of December 2008 more than 1 million people have returned to their pre-war places of residence. The international community in BiH, which to a large extent facilitated the return process, perceived restitution of property as a tool to reverse the effects of war-time “ethnic cleansing”. It was believed that return of refugees and internally displaced persons (IDP) to their pre-war homes could, in the long term, have a positive impact on enabling reconciliation. The property repossession process, the so called the Property Law Implementation Plan (PLIP), was officially completed by the end of 2006 with more than 95 per cent property repossession claims resolved.

Many survivors of rape and other war crimes of sexual violence were internally displaced during the war and held IDP status which enabled them to stay in alternative accommodation
and claim certain social benefits, including financial aid. According to the laws in the FBiH and RS, internally displaced persons are entitled to such status as long as “safe and dignified” return to their pre-war homes is not possible. When obstacles to return cease to exist those displaced are expected to return and are not longer entitled to any benefits resulting from the status. The entity laws, however failed to defined the conditions for the “safe and dignified” return. As a result many displaced people, including women survivors of rape, had no other option but to return to the places where they used to live before the war otherwise they would become homeless even when they themselves might not have characterized the relevant conditions as “safe and dignified”.

The problem has been recognized by among others the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) which expressed concerns “at the pending threat of eviction from their accommodations in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina of women who are civilian victims of sexual violence and internally displaced persons.”

Many survivors of sexual violence told Amnesty International that they would still fear for their safety if they had to return, as those responsible for war crimes committed against them still remained at large and lived in their pre-war communities. Some victims were too traumatized to go back and thought they would never be able to live in the same communities. They felt that the failure of the BiH authorities to arrest the perpetrators and prosecute war crimes which were committed against them, prevented them from going back.

Aida, one of the survivors, told Amnesty International “When I go by car through the village where I used to live I can see all of them. This one is Chetnik, that one is Chetnik, and the other one as well. All of them are my former neighbours. None of them got arrested. I gave my testimonies many times. I know all of them – their names and surnames. I survived three shootings. I was taken away from home by my neighbour Goran! Community? What kind of community is that? It does not exist any more.”

Amnesty International is concerned that a narrow perception of property restitution, which was understood in BiH mostly as return to one’s pre-war home, may have had a negative effect on the decisions of individuals who felt pressured to return to their pre-war homes as other options of restitution of their property rights have not been meaningfully considered by the agencies facilitating the process.

Amnesty International is also concerned at the failure of the agencies implementing return programmes to recognize the rights of women survivors of war. In many cases the implementation of such programmes was not gender sensitive which resulted in the property and tenancy rights and other benefits resulting from such programmes being attributed mostly to men, as heads of households.

Nejra lives with her family in a collective centre for IDPs. She described to Amnesty International how she was raped and her parents killed during the war, adding that: “I will never return there. Never. This is the place where my parents were killed. It is where they raped me. I will never forget. I cannot live there. I pass by only when I go to Potočari to pray for my family members. I will never go back there and I will never ask for any aid for returnees. Never. They will not make me do that. What if I did that? All aid for us as returnees would be given to my husband as he is the head of the household. And what about me? No, I do not want that!”
Amnesty International urges the BiH authorities responsible for return programmes to take into consideration the needs of the victims of war crimes of sexual violence and to devise return programmes in a gender-sensitive way.

6.2.2  RESTITUTION OF EMPLOYMENT

In a 2006 report Amnesty International concluded that ethnic discrimination in employment, which had its roots in the war-time policy of “ethnic cleansing” and which resulted in mass dismissals of workers belonging to the other ethnic group, still had a negative impact on the employment situation in the country. It observed that many employees were not able to return to their pre-war work places and that measures to reintegrate them into the labour market were not in place in BiH. The employees who had been illegally dismissed have still not received compensation for those discriminatory actions. 209

Women are an especially vulnerable category in the labour market. Not only are they discriminated against on the basis of their ethnicity but also on the grounds of their gender. In 2008, the EU Progress Report on BiH stated that “no serious measures have been undertaken to address the problems related to women’s access to labour market. As a consequence, discrimination of workers on the basis of gender remains widespread, women continue to be under-represented in business and politics, and their salaries are generally lower than those of men.” 210

Survivors of war crimes of sexual violence and representatives of their associations interviewed by Amnesty International told the organization that stable employment is one of the most desired conditions which they believe would help them to rebuild their lives. 211

According to the law in the FBiH civilian victims of war, including survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence, are entitled to financial social benefits. The law also stipulates that they are entitled to receive preferential treatment in employment. They should also be able to access vocational training and benefit from other measures to help them qualify for jobs. 212

This part of the law however, remains largely unimplemented. Amnesty International was told by officials of the FBiH Ministry of Labour and Social Policy that, this was due to the lack of resources mostly in the cantons which were directly responsible for the implementation of the law. The organization was told that the lack of implementation of this part of the law on civilian victims of war in the FBiH was the biggest failure in providing assistance to the survivors of war. 213

In RS however, the right to preferential treatment in employment or to vocational training is not enshrined in the law on the civilian victims of war at all.

Asked whether she was happy with the social benefits she received as a civilian victim of war, Emina said “I would prefer to have a job. I would have a health insurance and a pension when I am retired and maybe KM 300 (€150) salary. It does not have to be more. I would feel so much better. I would not feel like a beggar.” 214

Almost all survivors interviewed told Amnesty International that a stable job, apart from being an income generating activity, would have a very strong positive therapeutic impact for them. Many of them also thought that vocational training would have a positive impact on their
psychological well-being.\textsuperscript{215}

Amnesty International is concerned that the authorities of BiH have failed to provide survivors of war crimes of sexual violence with measures of restitution of their pre-war employment or to provide them with other measures which would enable them to successfully seek employment.

The organization calls on the authorities of the FBiH to fully implement the existing law by giving priority in employment and vocational training to survivors of war crimes of sexual violence.

Amnesty International urges the authorities of RS to amend the existing law so as to afford survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence preferential treatment in employment and vocational training.

6.3 REHABILITATION

“Everybody says that this will be all gone. But I cannot forget. It remains deep in me. I have been attending therapy for three years now. I take my pills but sometimes I feel as if I was dead.” - Sanja, interviewed by Amnesty International in FBiH in March 2009.

“I was in a dark tunnel with no exit. It was blocked. So you go and go and go through the tunnel but you cannot reach anywhere...And this tunnel comes back to me sometimes. All the same things which you cannot go through...It is getting better and better with time but a trace of it remains in you forever...” - Jasmina, interviewed by Amnesty International in FBiH in March 2009.

Amnesty International is concerned that the BiH authorities have for the last 14 years ignored the rehabilitation needs of the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence. They have failed to provide them with adequate measures of rehabilitation, including with access to physical and mental health services. Even in 1993 when the war in BiH was still ongoing the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation in the former Yugoslavia, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, recommended to the UN Commission on Human Rights that: “[a]ll victims of rape, whether or not they are refugees, should have access to the necessary medical and psychological care. Such assistance should be provided within the framework of programmes to rehabilitate women and children traumatized by war [...]”.\textsuperscript{216}

These recommendations have yet to be implemented. The survivors of rape continue to lack adequate access to medical and psychological care in BiH.

The authorities of BiH are obliged to provide the survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence with measures of rehabilitation in order to enable them to rebuild their lives. Under Article 21 of the UN Basic Principles measures of rehabilitation required by survivors of those crimes in BiH should include “medical and psychological care as well as legal and social services.”\textsuperscript{217}

The obligation of the BiH authorities to provide the survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence with adequate psychological and medical care derives also from the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health which is enshrined in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.\textsuperscript{218} According the World
Health Organization, health should be understood broadly as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.”

Realization of some rights, like the right to health, is to some extent dependent on availability of resources. Some countries, like for example BiH, are not able to provide the same level of services as the most developed countries. Having said that, according to international standards, all countries notwithstanding their economic situation, are obliged to ensure realization of “minimum core obligations” with respect to the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. In the context of survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence those minimum core obligations should include the right of access to health facilities, goods and services on a non-discriminatory basis; the provision of essential drugs; and the equitable distribution of all health facilities, goods and services.

The Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health has stated that “Rape and other forms of sexual violence […] all represent serious breaches of sexual and reproductive freedoms, and are fundamentally and inherently inconsistent with the right to health”. The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women has also emphasized that gender-based violence impairs a range of human rights including the right to health.

It is therefore essential that adequate reparation for survivors of rape includes provision of adequate, timely and appropriate health services, consistent with the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, which address the impact of sexual violence on women’s health.

According to the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in order to meet international standards, all health services and goods (for physical as well as mental health care) should fulfill the following criteria:

- **Availability** – functioning public health and health-care facilities, goods and services should be available in sufficient quantity within the state. The Special Rapporteur on the right to health has emphasized in relation to mental health care that this includes “adequate numbers of mental health-related facilities and support services and adequate numbers of medical and other professionals trained to provide these services.”

- **Accessibility** – services should be available without discrimination of any kind and should be especially available to the most disadvantaged groups. They should also be physically accessible which means that they are within reach of people who need to make use of them. Services should be affordable to all, including to the poor who should not be disproportionately burdened with health expenses as compared to richer households. As part of the accessibility criteria individuals should be entitled to receive information about health issues.

- **Acceptability** – services provided should be in line with professional ethics and be culturally and gender sensitive. They should also respect confidentiality of those concerned.
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6.3.1 AVAILIBILITY
The psychological care system in BiH is organized so that on average there is one Centre for Mental Health for each 40,000-50,000 people. In practice in municipalities which have a lower number of inhabitants psychological care services are not available.

For example, Amnesty International was informed by a local NGO Viktorija 99, that in the municipality of Jajce in the FBiH, with some 45,000 inhabitants, only one psychologist is employed and one psychiatrist visits the town once every two weeks for one day. During each visit the psychiatrist is not able to see more than 10 patients. Since the end of the war almost 70 people have committed suicide in the municipality; about 60 per cent of suicides were women. The high number of suicides indicates that there is insufficient psychological care in the Jajce municipality. This poses problems especially for victims of sexual violence who live in this community, as they often require such services.

Since the end of the war, Forum Žena, a women’s NGO from the municipality of Bratunac in RS have been campaigning for the establishment of a Centre for Mental Health in their town. The municipality has 30,000 inhabitants. According to the information available to the NGO, since the end of the war around 8,000 internally displaced persons and refugees have come back to the town and surrounding villages. Of these more than 1,000 are single mothers many of whom lost family members during the war. Despite the sizable returnee population, many of whom were traumatized during the war, the municipal authorities do not employ a psychologist or a psychiatrist. In the municipality of Srebrenica, which borders Bratunac and where the genocide against Bosniak (Bosnian Muslim) population was committed during the war, the situation is exactly the same with no state provision of psychological services to its inhabitants. The only services available to those living in the municipalities of Bratunac and Srebrenica are provided by an NGO Koridor from Sarajevo which pays for psychiatrist visits twice a month. The psychiatrist is however able to see only 15 patients on average per visit. Survivors of rape and other war crimes of sexual violence have special psychological needs related to the syndromes they suffer as result of their experience. Some of them in order to be able to rebuild their lives need psychological therapy. Depending on individual case some of them have to attend psychiatric treatment and receive medication.

As a result of rape and other war related human rights abuses they experienced many survivors have developed post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other psychological syndromes. The psychological effects of their trauma include the feeling of insecurity, shame, self-blame, depression, fragmented memories, lack of concentration, nightmares, flashbacks, anxiety or mistrust of other people.

Quality – services should be of appropriate scientific and medical standards. The staff should be well trained and professional. BiH authorities have to comply with this framework while providing rehabilitation to survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence. As it will be documented in this part of the report the BiH authorities have failed to provide victims of those crimes with adequate measures of rehabilitation by not making health services, which are necessary to address the impact of sexual violence on women’s health, available, accessible, acceptable and of good quality.
Sanja described the way she felt by saying “at New Year’s Eve when they let off fireworks I always feel like if I was in the concentration camp again and it feels like if they were shooting people down.”

The physical symptoms suffered by the survivors include headaches, sexual dysfunction, sleeplessness, gynaecological problems such as vaginal bleedings, fibroids, chronic pelvic pain and other physical pain. Without psychological support and adequate medical care women survivors of rape may not be able resume normal life. Speaking about her psychological conditions Emina explained to Amnesty International “I am not able to work. I am not able to concentrate apart from chopping wood and digging.”

According to a representative of an NGO providing psychological services to victims of torture, including rape, almost 90 per cent of rape victims do not receive any kind of treatment. This puts their health at risk and violates their right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.

Amnesty International is concerned that successive governments of BiH have neglected the needs of survivors of war crimes of sexual violence by not providing them with adequate psychological and medical services. In the absence of state services in many places in BiH local NGOs have been the only institutions offering this kind of support to victims.

The BiH authorities have not only neglected their direct support to survivors directly but they have also failed to provide resources to the NGOs providing such services. Amnesty International was told that one of the NGOs which provides services across the whole territory of BiH receives only 2 per cent of its budget from the BiH authorities. The remaining 98 per cent comes from international donors. In the face of the international economic crisis the NGO had to limit the number of patients in 2008, as it received less international funding than in the previous years. The representatives of the NGO were not sure whether they would be able to provide services in the upcoming year due to the lack of resources. According to their estimates a one year therapy for one person costs around € 2200.

Amnesty International talked to many survivors of rape who have been attending therapy organized by NGOs. They all emphasized how their lives had changed since they started receiving this kind of assistance. Aida told Amnesty International that “we were all in some kind of dark tunnel with no exit until we got here.” Sanja added: “when I do not come here I feel like if I’ve lost something. Here I can cry, scream and talk when I need to.”

6.3.2 ACCESSIBILITY

Many survivors of war crimes of sexual violence are not able to access health services, including psychological and mental care services. Many of them live in remote areas where the transport is extremely poor with often one bus a day to the main town. In addition to that they often cannot afford to pay for the fare.

According to a report by a coalition of BiH NGOs, in 2008 in RS more than 19 per cent of the inhabitants did not have health insurance and were not able to access to health services. In the FBiH the situation in 2007 differed between different cantons and on average 16.35 per cent of the inhabitants were excluded from the health care system. Women as one of the most vulnerable groups were disproportionally affected.
Maja, who lives with her parents on social benefits amounting to KM 50 (€ 25) per month for all three of them told Amnesty International that a return bus ticket to the main town costs KM 11 (€ 5.5) and therefore she cannot afford to go there regularly. Apart from that she is not able to buy medication as she has no money. Maja explained to Amnesty International: “I have a doctor’s appointment for a check up but I am not able to go. I cannot deal with all my illnesses at the same time. I cannot afford that. I have to deal with the main thing first...I mean what I think is the main thing...But the problem is that in my case everything is main and urgent. I really have no money. Sometimes I am prescribed medicines but I am not able to pay for them. What is the point of going to a doctor if you are not able to buy medicines afterwards? Just an unnecessary hassle...”

According to survivors and their associations very few women had sufficient income to afford medicines, even when prescribed by a doctor. Aida, who is one of the few survivors receiving social benefits, said she spent more than KM 140 (€70) out of her monthly income of KM 560 (€280) on her medication.

Women survivors of rape told Amnesty International that they decided to apply for the status of the civilian victim of war also because they thought that this would enable them to access free health services provided by the state. Many recipients were surprised to discover that it was not the case.

Sanja, who lives in FBiH gave a dramatic example from her own experience when she was initially refused medical treatment. She said: “Even hospitals do not accept us. I got really sick last year. I left my children at home with KM 30 and of course I had to buy all the things for my stay in the hospital. Nobody asked me anything...I needed to have a blood transfusion. They asked me to get it [the blood]. But how could I get the blood? The lady came and said - “You have to get the blood from somewhere or you will need to pay KM 600 (€ 300).” So I told her - “please, madam; my life is at risk, please....”

Following the intervention of a local NGO the treatment was provided but she remained embittered about the situation she had to face. “You know how it feels? - she said. - “You are really not sure how to continue with your life. Maybe the next time will be the last time? You live in fear all the time. You are just waiting...”

Other women survivors from FBiH with official civilian victim of war status told Amnesty International that they have been refused medical care on a regular basis as the local medical personnel were not aware that they had any rights related to the status of the civilian victim of war.

Amnesty International calls on the authorities of BiH to make sure that medical and psychological care is available and accessible to women survivors of war crimes of sexual violence. The government needs to take urgent action to increase the availability of facilities and personnel that can provide psychological, psychiatric and other necessary health support services for survivors of rape. The organization urges the authorities to remove financial and other barriers to accessing medical services and medicines, including the non-recognition of their status or unaffordable transportation costs.
6.3.3 ACCEPTABILITY AND QUALITY OF REHABILITATION

In 2006 the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) in its concluding comments on Bosnia and Herzegovina expressed its concern “that there is no coherent strategy to support these women [survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence] and they have only limited or no access to health insurance and financial benefits, as well as to general health services or specific health services relating to their traumatic experiences.”

As it was presented above the BiH authorities have failed in making measures of rehabilitation for survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence available and accessible.

However, based on the international standards relating to the right of the highest attainable standards of physical and mental health as well as on the UN Basic Principles and concluding comments of the CEDAW the BiH authorities are obliged to make sure that all measures of rehabilitation which are yet to be provided to the survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence are acceptable and of good quality.

According to the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) acceptability of health services means that “[a]ll health facilities, goods and services must be respectful of medical ethics and culturally appropriate, i.e. respectful of the culture of individuals, minorities, peoples and communities, sensitive to gender and life-cycle requirements, as well as being designed to respect confidentiality and improve the health status of those concerned.”

The CESCR also observed that “health facilities, goods and services must also be scientifically and medically appropriate and of good quality. This requires, inter alia, skilled medical personnel, scientifically approved and unexpired drugs and hospital equipment […]”

In relation to mental health care, the Special Rapporteur on the right to health has stated that “this means that, for example, health professionals should be provided with adequate mental health-care training”.

CEDAW has also emphasised the state’s obligation to ensure “Gender-sensitive training to enable health care workers to detect and manage the health consequences of gender-based violence.”

The impact of rape and other forms of sexual violence on the survivors may differ depending on the particular circumstances of each case. Different survivors may have different needs and therefore require different support services. This can be only assessed on a case-by-case basis. However, an adequate quality of services available to all survivors of rape, even those requiring the most extensive support, should be provided by the BiH authorities.

Amnesty International urges the BiH authorities to ensure that, while developing a strategy to support survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence as recommended by the CEDAW, special attention is given to make sure that all measures of rehabilitation are in line with the requirement of acceptability and good quality of health services, as defined by the CESCR.
6.4 SATISFACTION AND GUARANTEES OF NON-REPETITION

“You always have the feeling that they are above you all the time, controlling your life. And you?! Who are you?!!! You do not mean anything at all and you cannot do anything at all.” - Taida, interviewed by Amnesty International in FBiH in March 2009.

The authorities of BiH have failed to provide victims of war crimes of sexual violence with satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition. Despite the fact that the war finished 14 years ago the BiH authorities have not at either the state or entity level publicly expressed an apology to women survivors of rape and other war crimes of sexual violence. The BiH authorities have also failed to recognize the rights of the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence by not providing them with measures including restitution, compensation and rehabilitation. By failing to do so, they have failed to recognize them as victims.

Measures of satisfaction could have included recognition of survivors of war crimes of sexual violence as civilian victims of war under relevant laws in both entities. For many survivors it could have had a positive symbolic meaning, especially if it would have enabled them to access a set of special rights. However, the number of women survivors of rape and other forms of sexual violence benefiting from such provisions is extremely low compared to the number of women affected. According to information available to Amnesty International, as of December 2008, only 500 women in the FBiH were registered as civilian victims of war. Statistics relating to the same category of victims in RS have never been collected. As explained by the RS authorities collecting statistics on the number of victims of sexual violence benefiting from the status of civilian victims of war in the entity would lead to unnecessary differentiation between different categories of victims. They stated that to them all victims were the same and making exceptions for some specific groups might mean discriminating against others. Amnesty International however believes that collecting statistics on the number of rape survivors benefiting from the status of civilian victims of war should not be perceived as aiming at favoring one group of the victims over another but should rather enable the authorities to address specific support needs that this particular group of survivors has.

In 2006 the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) while commenting on the BiH progress in the implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) expressed its concerns by saying: “[t]he Committee is gravely concerned about the absence of a coherent strategy to support victims of sexual violence suffered during the armed conflict of 1992-1995 and that Entity laws pertaining to civilian war victims are gender-insensitive and provide inadequate social protection for victims of sexual violence.”

It also recommended that “the State party ensure that victims of sexual violence suffered during the armed conflict of 1992-1995 obtain the status of civilian war victims, to devise and implement a coherent strategy at State level to protect the economic, social and cultural rights of victims of sexual violence and their family members, and to ensure the participation of victims of sexual violence in any decision-making processes affecting them.”

Amnesty International considers that the authorities of BiH have failed to implement these recommendations of the Committee. Development and implementation of such a strategy could be a positive step towards providing survivors with measures of satisfaction. As part of
it the authorities would have to conduct an analysis of the problem of rape and other crimes of sexual violence committed during the war in BiH. They would need to collect statistics on the number of women in the need of assistance as well as on their support needs.

Other measures of satisfaction could include non-judicial mechanisms aiming at establishing facts about the occurrence of rape and other forms of sexual violence, such as truth commissions. Although Amnesty International has no position on the necessity of establishing a truth commission in BiH, the organization is of the view that this or other mechanisms of establishing facts on the causes, scale and impact of rape and other war crimes of sexual violence should be considered by the BiH authorities. The need for such a mechanism, its possible form and, its implementation should be consulted on with the public, including with survivors of rape and sexual violence and associations representing them.

Amnesty International is also aware of the Transitional Justice project aiming to address some of these issues which is conducted by the UNDP in partnership with the BiH authorities. In 2008 and 2009 nation-wide consultations with BiH NGOs were conducted. It is expected that as an outcome of this project a transitional justice strategy will be developed. This could be a positive step in providing victims of war crimes, including rape with satisfaction.

Many victims interviewed by Amnesty International pointed out that the public perception of rape was preventing them from rebuilding their lives and integrating with the society.

Selma complained to Amnesty International saying: “I do not have any rights. Wherever I go people perceive me – I am sorry to use this word – as a whore. But did I choose this life?”

War crimes of sexual violence are still a sensitive issue in BiH. There is little if any public discussion about these crimes despite the large scale of the problem and the number of people affected. Many survivors feel stigmatized and excluded from society in BiH, and many continue to live with their trauma in silence as they are afraid to speak out about what happened to them. Amnesty International talked to several women who had been divorced by their husbands when they disclosed to them that they had been raped during the war.

For example Aida told Amnesty International: “My marriage is over. I do not have a marriage. My husband lives abroad. Do you know what he told me? He said, “Why did not you escape together with my brothers? It is all your fault.” And fine, I say! You do not want me – you do not have to.”

Others, like Sabiha, were subjected to physical and psychological abuse by their husbands who blamed them for what had happened to them during the war. She told Amnesty International: “This is worse than the life in the concentration camp...Now it is been going on for 12 years.”

Amnesty International notes that the authorities of BiH as state party of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women are obliged to take measures to challenge the negative stereotyping and stigmatization of women survivors of rape. Article 2(f) of the Convention explicitly defines the duty “[t]o take all appropriate measures,
including legislation, to modify or abolish existing laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute discrimination against women [...].”
7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this report Amnesty International has documented how the successive governments of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) have failed to provide thousands of women who were raped during the 1992-1995 with access to justice and reparation.

The organization suggests a set of recommendations which are outlined below and which, if implemented, could enable women survivors of war crimes of sexual violence to access justice and reparations for the human rights violations they experienced during the war.

Access to justice

Amnesty International is concerned that the BiH authorities have investigated and prosecuted only a very limited number of cases of war crimes of sexual violence. Their failure has created impunity for those responsible and has left thousands of survivors with no access to justice and remedy.

There exist several serious obstacles to an effective prosecution of cases including inadequate legal framework both at the state and entity level. This creates a situation in which cases, even if prosecuted, are adjudicated based on the legal framework which is not in line with the current international standards for prosecution of war crimes.

The BiH authorities at both state and entity level have also failed to provide survivors and witnesses with meaningful measures of support and protection. This results in the survivors’ continuous fears for their safety, which discourages them from appearing in the courtroom and testifying. The lack of adequate psychological support for witnesses may cause their re-traumatization during participation in the proceedings.

Amnesty International is also concerned that unless sufficient resources are allocated the efforts to implement the State Strategy for the Work on War Crimes Cases are doomed to failure. This could result in prosecution of war crimes cases, including those related to sexual violence, in the entity courts which due to the lack of capacity and an inadequate legal framework are not able to prosecute cases up to the highest fair trial standards.

In order to address the concerns related to the BiH justice system Amnesty International makes the following set of recommendations.

Amnesty International calls on the BiH Council of Ministers to:

- Ensure that survivors of war crimes of sexual violence have access to justice, and that all case of rape and other war crimes of sexual violence are promptly, independently, impartially
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and effectively investigated and prosecuted in accordance with international fair trial standards;

- Establish a state commission tasked with collecting information on the scale of rape and other crimes of sexual violence during the war; identifying the support needs of the survivors; and identifying the obstacles to successful prosecution of rape and other war crimes of sexual violence;

- Amend the BiH Criminal Code to include a definition of sexual violence in line with international standards and jurisprudence related to prosecution of war crimes of sexual violence by removing the condition of “force or threat of immediate attack” from the present definition of sexual violence;

- Develop programmes and allocate adequate resources for long term protection of witnesses who testify in war crimes proceedings before the War Crimes Chamber (WCC) of the State Court. Such programmes should include the possibility of relocating witnesses within the country or internationally;

- Develop programmes and allocate resources for long term witness support. Such programmes should include preparation of potential witnesses at least several months before the start of the trial and should be devised and implemented in close cooperation with NGOs providing support to the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence. They should include measures of adequate psychological, economic and social support;

- Together with the entity authorities find a solution to the problem of non-application of the BiH Criminal Code by the entity courts by ensuring that all cases of war crimes in BiH are adjudicated based on the BiH Criminal Code;

- Together with the entity authorities allocate financial resources to increase the capacity of the entity courts to deal with war crimes cases in view of the implementation of the State Strategy for the Work on War Crimes Cases. This should include ensuring the existence of the highest standards of witness protection and support, adequate staffing of the entity courts and prosecutorial offices, and adequate training both for the justice system officials as well as for other staff working with survivors and witnesses.

Amnesty International calls on the State Investigation and Protection Agency (SIPA) to:

- Cooperate with NGOs while contacting survivors of sexual violence in order to assess survivors’ support needs and to make sure that their participation in criminal proceedings does not violate their right to privacy and does not expose them to re-traumatization.

Amnesty International calls on the State Court of BiH to:

- Conduct a meaningful assessment of the needs of witnesses in war crimes cases and to provide them with measures of adequate economic, psychological and social support. This should also include safe transportation to and from the court. The measures of support required should be evaluated after the completion of the trial and if necessary the witnesses should be referred to other institutions providing long term economic, psychological and
social support;

- Conduct a meaningful assessment of the reasons why witnesses do not wish to testify in war crimes cases and, if not deemed necessary to ensure a fair trial, refrain from imposing fines on the survivors who do not wish to testify in criminal proceedings. While conducting such an assessment the possibility of re-traumatization of potential witnesses should be taken into account in addition to other criteria;

- Interpret the case selection criteria outlined in the State Strategy for the Work on War Crimes Cases as broadly as possible in order to allow for all cases of sexual violence to be tried by the State Court until such time as the entity courts are afforded the resources and capacity to ensure that the cases may be prosecuted to the highest fair trial standards and that an adequate level of witness support and protection is provided;

- Ensure all survivors testifying in war crimes proceedings are meaningfully informed of their right to claim compensation from individual perpetrators in separate civil proceedings.

Amnesty International calls on the Prosecutors at the State Court of BiH to:

- Conduct an assessment of victims’ material and non-material damage in order to include compensation claims in the criminal proceedings;

- Before entering plea bargaining agreements with the accused consult victims as to their expected outcome of the trial and, if they wish so, include a compensation claim as part of guilty plea agreements.

Amnesty International calls on the RS and FBiH authorities to:

- Employ in entity courts prosecutors specializing only in war crimes cases;

- Provide entity prosecutors with adequate professional training including in gender-sensitive approach to witnesses, international criminal law, international humanitarian law and human rights. The training should also include development of skills in investigating war crimes;

- Employ specialized investigators to assist prosecutors in the investigation of war crimes cases;

- Allocate more resources to prosecutors’ offices in both entities;

- Make sure that an additional vetting process is conducted in police forces and public institutions to remove from posts persons allegedly responsible for involvement in war crimes;

- Create incentives to the entity prosecutors investigating war crimes cases by amending prosecutors’ evaluation criteria in a way that prosecution of war crimes is given more value than prosecution of ordinary crime;

- Make sure that witnesses testifying in entity courts receive adequate long term support
which includes measures of psychological, economic and social support;

- Make sure that entity courts are equipped with devices allowing for technical protection of witnesses such as voice and image distortion equipment or video-links.

**Reparation**

Amnesty International is concerned that the BiH authorities have failed to develop a comprehensive strategy to address the needs of the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence and to provide them with reparation including, restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition.

The existing legal provisions relating to the status of civilian victims of war, based on which survivors of war crimes of sexual violence may seek compensation and social benefits, are discriminatory, as is their implementation. The legal framework for claiming compensations from individual perpetrators is unreasonably complicated and the BiH authorities have failed to develop a system of free legal aid which would enable survivors to claim compensation in civil proceedings.

The existing programmes of property restitution for refugees and internally displaced persons have failed to take into account the gender needs of the survivors of sexual violence as well as their psychological conditions. As a result all too often survivors were made to return to their pre-war places of residence which in many cases caused their re-traumatization.

Amnesty International is concerned that the BiH authorities have neither provided the survivors with any meaningful measures of employment restitution nor have enabled them to re-integrate them with the labour market as they have not provided any measures of vocational training or other employment programmes.

The organization is particularly concerned at the failure of the BiH authorities to take adequate measures to provide survivors with rehabilitation including the highest attainable standard of mental and physical health. The overwhelming majority of the survivors have no access to any measures of psychological support which results in continuation of their trauma. Health services are not widely available and accessible and in many cases the survivors cannot afford medicines even if they are prescribed by doctor.

In order to address the concerns related to reparations for survivors of war crimes of sexual violence Amnesty International makes the following set of recommendations.

**Amnesty International calls on the BiH Council of Ministers to:**

- Take immediate measures to develop a state strategy on reparation for victims of war crimes of sexual violence. The strategy should include ensuring restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition to the victims. The strategy should also include provisions guaranteeing, to those who seek it, access to psychological assistance and other support. The strategy should be developed with the involvement of the survivors and NGOs that represent and/or work with them.
Ensure the provision of free legal aid so that survivors of war crimes of sexual violence as well as other groups of victims receive access to legal services, if they are not able to afford them, and if they wish to claim compensation for the violation of their rights from individual perpetrators in civil proceedings;

In conjunction with the entity authorities take measures, including the amendment of legislation, to ensure that all civilian victims of war in the country have equal access to social benefits and other measures of social support irrespective of where they live. Such legislation should be adopted on the state level in order to avoid the continuation of the current situation in which there exists discrimination in access to and levels of social benefits depending on the entity;

While evaluating conditions for the “safe and dignified” return of internally displaced persons take into account the psychological impact of the return on individuals;

Provide internally displaced persons who are not able to return to their pre-war places of residence with alternative options of resettlement such as social housing or other measures.

**Amnesty International calls on the authorities in both entities to:**

- Remove discrimination in the level of social benefits available to survivors of war crimes of sexual violence in comparison with war veterans;

- Review the benefits to ensure that they are adequate in amount and duration to ensure an adequate standard of living and access to health care for survivors of sexual violence;

- Develop a system by which persons wishing to apply for the status of civilian victim of war are assisted by a psychologist and social worker in their application process. The role of a psychologist should be to make sure that applicants do not suffer re-traumatization during the application process. The role of a social worker should be to assist survivors by explaining the procedure to them as well as helping them to collect and present the relevant documentation;

- Take measures to raise awareness of the status of civilian victim of war; the possibility for applying for it and the rights deriving from it;

- Collect data on the number of applicants and to analyze reasons why women do not apply for the status of civilian victims of war;

- Allocate adequate resources to NGOs providing psychological support to the survivors of war crimes of sexual violence;

- Evaluate the psychological needs of the population of both entities; establish centres for mental health; and increase the number of personnel that can provide psychological, psychiatric and other necessary health support services in municipalities where they are needed, particularly by survivors of sexual violence, including, as a matter of urgency in Jajce, Bratunac and Srebrenica;
Develop a system to provide survivors of war crimes of sexual violence who live in remote areas of the country with access to psychological and physical health services;

Develop a system to provide survivors of war crimes of sexual violence who live in remote areas of the country with access to necessary psychological and physical health services, including medicines.

**Amnesty International calls on the FBiH authorities to:**

- Implement in full the law on the civilian victims of war in the area of employment by organizing vocational training programmes for the survivors of sexual violence or by providing them with other measures of re-integration with the labour market;

- Make sure that the process of applying for the status of the civilian victim of war is transparent and independent and that the institutions conducting it, including NGOs, are well equipped to conduct interviews with the survivors. This should include setting certain standards such as the assistance of a psychologist in the process and adequate facilities guaranteeing privacy;

- Make sure that a fair and transparent appeal process exists for the survivors who have been denied a confirmation of their status by the NGO which conducts an initial verification of civilian victims of war;

- Make sure that the decisions on the status of the civilian victim of war are not temporary.

**Amnesty International calls on the RS authorities to:**

- Amend the law on the civilian victims of war by creating a separate category of survivors of war crimes of sexual violence which does not have to prove the criteria of 60 per cent bodily damage; and include trauma and other psychological effects on the survivors as one of the criteria in the application process;

- Amend the law on the civilian victims of war by removing the discriminatory deadline for application for the status of the civilian victim of war, and re-open the procedure for applying;

- Abolish the use of the military rulebook in the assessment of bodily damage of the applicants for the status of civilian victims of war;

In addition to the recommendations made to the BiH authorities Amnesty International calls on the international community to undertake the following measures in the area of access to justice and reparation.

**The organization calls on the international community to:**

- Continue their financial support for the State Court of BiH;
Allocate additional resources to the entity courts in BiH in order to increase their capacity to deal with war crimes cases including by offering adequate level of witness support and protection;

Support the BiH authorities with financial resources and expertise to develop a state strategy on reparation for victims of war crimes of sexual violence.
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